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remotely-switched high-frequency broadband linear amplifier
These days, in advertising lingo, it seems everyone is claiming they "put it all together" in their product. Well, when we say put it all together in signal/one's CX7A, we really mean it. And we can prove it. Because here's a rig that combines a room full of gear in one compact desk-top unit.

To duplicate the CX7A with conventional equipment, you'd need an extra receiver, an RF clipper, a built-in power supply, a linear amplifier, an electronic keyer and much more. Not to mention a transmitter and receiver.

The CX7 costs $2,195. A lot of money. Or is it? Just think what that room full of disjointed, often incompatible gear would cost you.

But in the CX7A, it's... all together. Affording you your finest hour as an amateur. And most any serious amateur can afford that when he wants the best... and wants to be the best.

The CX7A is yours to see at your signal/one dealer's. Or write us today for a detailed brochure. Then get your room full of gear. That fits on a desk.

signal/one
a subsidiary of
Computer Measurements, Inc.
1645 West 135th Street
Gardena, California 90249
Phone: (213) 532-9754
10 years ago the mobile antenna concept shook the ham fraternity with "fixed station reports from the mobile"—it has since been the most imitated but never equalled!

Hustler and only Hustler gives you 10 years of proven performance, mechanically and electrically superior to all others. You get exceptional reports on every band, lowest SWR and broadest bandwidth. Matching devices are not required. Use any convenient length of 52 OHM feed line. Choose from either standard or super resonators and buy the mast and resonators for the bands you operate.

Convenience of fold-over mast for rapid band change or easy garaging, optimized performance on each band and a time proven concept in mobile communications, a concept verified by the overwhelming majority of amateurs, are yours only with Hustler!

Model MO-1—54" Mast for Deck or fender mount—Folds at 15" above base. Price: $11.95
Model MO-2—54" Mast for Bumper mount—Folds at 27" above base. Price: $12.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>BAND</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM-10</td>
<td>10 Meter</td>
<td>Resonator</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-15</td>
<td>15 Meter</td>
<td>Resonator</td>
<td>8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-20</td>
<td>20 Meter</td>
<td>Resonator</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-40</td>
<td>40 Meter</td>
<td>Resonator</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-75</td>
<td>75 Meter</td>
<td>Resonator</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-80</td>
<td>80 Meter</td>
<td>Resonator</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDARD HUSTLER RESONATORS—400 Watts Power—Normal SSB Duty Cycle**

**SUPER HUSTLER RESONATORS—Legal Power Limit—Normal SSB Duty Cycle**

Available from all distributors who recognize the best!

NEW-TRONICS CORP. 15800 COMMERCe PARK DRIVE BROOK PARK, OHIO 44142
Export Dept, Roburn Agencies, Inc., 349 W. 14th St., New York, N.Y. 10014, Cable Address: Roburnage-New York
The Galaxy 550A Total System

**GT-550A Transceiver**
The GT-550A is the best transceiver on the market for the money. Bar none. Costs just $495.00 and runs 550 watts. Operating either fixed station or mobile, this transceiver is guaranteed to have a top frequency stability after warm-up. We're so proud of the stability we include a graph with each GT-550A showing the purchaser how stable his radio was when it went through final check. 550 watts SSB; 360 watts CW; sensitivity better than .5 uv for 10 db S+N/N; stable 45 db carrier suppression; 25 KHz calibrator and vox option; no frequency jump when you switch sidebands. Order No. 855 Ham Net $495.00

**RF550A** contains high accuracy watt meter; calibrated in 400 and 4,000 watt scales; switch for forward or selected power; switch to select 5 antennas or dummy load. Order No. 857 Ham Net $75.00

**RV550A** is a solid state VFO. Function switch selects the remote unit to control Receive-Transceive-Transmit frequency independently. Order No. 856 Ham Net $95.00

**SC550A** Speaker Console with headphone jack. AC400 power supply will mount inside. Order No. 858 Ham Net $29.95

**AC400** Power Supply is heavy duty solid state to operate GT-550A at full power, on SSB or CW, and with switch selection of 115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz input voltages. Order No. 801 Ham Net $99.95

**The FM-210 2 Meter Transceiver**
Capability... That's what you purchase from Hy-Gain/Galaxy. Top performance from the first mass produced 2 meter transceiver. Fixed or mobile, the FM-210 will provide maximum pleasure with minimum investment. There's a full 10 watts. And all American made, too! No parts problems and backed by Hy-Gain's famous Customer Service!

**The PA-210 2 Meter 35 Watt Mobile Amplifier**
This all new ruggedized solid state two meter mobile amplifier provides 35 watts output to greatly increase your communication range. The PA-210 is a must for areas where no repeater is available. The PA-210 is designed as a companion for the FM-210. (When used as a system, the AC-210 power booster is not required.) A unique circuit protects the output transistor from voltage spikes and surges. All change-over relay functions are internal and controlled by FM-210 circuitry through a connecting cable.

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P. O. Box 5407-WC Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
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During the 5th annual SAROC convention in Las Vegas in January, A. Prose Walker, W4BW, new Chief of the FCC Amateur Division, held forth for more than an hour, offering many of his personal views on important aspects of amateur radio.

On the current repeater proposal before the FCC, he favors minimal legislation. He feels that repeaters should only be linked together when it is justified in view of better emergency or public safety performance; linking repeaters solely for better range is absurd. Rather than tying up a number of repeaters and frequencies, it is much better to use a lower frequency. In his view, when repeater linking is allowed, it will be limited to two or three stations, and then only for a good reason.

As far as the new expanded phone bands are concerned, Mr. Walker said he feels there will be a token expansion of the 75-meter phone band. The 40-meter phone band is likely to be expanded too, but not enough to cover the inter-zone DX window below 7.1 MHz. In his opinion, expansion of the 20-meter phone band “will cause too much international ill-will and at this time we need all the friends we can get.” He spoke of this in the context of what is in the best interest of the United States, not just amateur radio. He was very strong on this point, much to the chagrin of some of the big DXers in the audience.

Walker pointed out that running more than a kilowatt is illegal, unsportsmanlike and totally out of keeping with amateur tradition and the purpose of the amateur service. You know who is doing it, and the FCC knows. He advised amateurs to clean up their own house — or the FCC will do it well and do it painfully. His personal opinion is to prosecute to the fullest extent of the law.

Looking to the future, Mr. Walker suggests that we may not have to identify; all licensed stations will have built-in electronic identifiers which will do it automatically, at very high speed. This will automatically, and positively, identify jammers and bootleggers.

Far in the future he feels our whole callsign structure may be changed with distinctive calls for each class of license. There are enough letter combinations for all generals to have a one-by-three call (such as W1AAA). Higher classes of licenses may use calls like W1A, WA1A, W1AA, etc. There is also the possibility that the ITU-allocated block of U.S. calls from AAA to ALZ might be used for the amateur service, if and when Tibet, Sikkim and Bhutan amateurs stop using their ACT-AC0 callsigns. This is far in the future, though.

There’s also a long-range possibility for more bands as more and more commercial and military traffic switches to land lines and vhf. Then the real frequency pressure will come on vhf and uhf. And, in light of the EIA proposal for 220 MHz, W4BW encouraged hams to, “Use it, or lose it!” That goes for all of our bands.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY editor
Plug yourself into a bargain

You don't plug the Yaesu FTdx 570 into a power supply, you plug it into the wall. The 570 is ready-to-go, with 560 watts of PEP SSB and 500 watts of CW power built-in.

In a rig selling for $549.95.

And power isn't the only reason why the FTdx is the world's best transceiver value. For a nickel less than $550 you get a whole lot more. Like a built-in noise blanker, VOX. Calibrators. A built-in speaker and cooling fan. WWV channel. And 80 to 10 meter coverage on transmit and receive.

You get a rock-stable VFO, and a receiver so sensitive it hears things clearly other rigs don't hear at all. Plus a lot of other features detailed in our brochure. Features that would cost you a fortune if you could find them all in any other rig.

For a little more than the $549.95 price tag, you can order the 570 with a CW filter. Send us the coupon and we'll send you a brochure on the FTdx 570. Include a check for $549.95 and we'll send you the real thing. Do that, and you'll be plugged in to amateur radio operation at its finest.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. Q, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2993

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. Q, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

□ Please send detailed information on all Yaesu products.

□ Enclosed find $ ________

Please send model(s) ________

Name _______________________

Address _____________________

City __________________ State _______ Zip _______

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.

Master Charge and BankAmericard accepted. "H1"

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
This high-power linear amplifier eliminates air-wave pollution of on-the-air tuneup with broadband circuits and nearly instantaneous band changing.

Waste, pollution, ecology — words much in evidence today, and meaningful in amateur radio, as well as in our living environment. For years I have, occasionally, blown my top over unnecessary signals that were “dirtying up” the bands. There seemed to be a quota of fellow hams who needed to test or tune up regularly on “my” frequency. Of course, many of them felt the same way about me.

Some time ago I adopted a tuning procedure that cut my own on-the-air tuning to a minimum. Even though I still make a final check with the antenna connected, I minimize this by setting all dials to recorded values, using a dummy antenna up to the last moment, and picking a test frequency carefully to avoid interfering with communications.

If all controls could be set for each band, and a rapid change made between preset circuits, I would not only avoid putting out unnecessary signals, I’d have an ideal transmitter for contest work. Of course, separate finals would do this, but that solution seemed a lazy man’s way out. Besides, the space they required would crowd my shack. Remote control
would save space in the shack if space were available elsewhere; it would be worth remembering.

After reading through many magazine articles on high-power linears, considerable doodling on paper and shuffling of parts on the workbench, I started to build. Some 800 hours of work later I had the linear amplifier shown in fig. 1. Input power runs from zero to well over 2 kW, complete band changing takes seven seconds or less. It can be switched from band to band by a local control on the front panel, or by a telephone dial on the remote-control unit. The plate supply is continuously variable from zero to 5000 volts, can be left on continuously or automatically keyed on and off by an auxiliary set of contacts on my antenna relay. Or I can control it with a vox relay. Time-delay circuits provide for gradual application of primary power to avoid surges, and also to hold the plate supply on during pauses in talking or keying.

the circuit

When planning the plate tank circuits I decided that only vacuum capacitors would fit into the desired space, so four 10- to 300- or 400-pF variables were acquired with a fixed unit of 12 pF planned for the 28-MHz tank. The inductances were wound of 3/16-inch copper tubing, except for 28 MHz, where small copper strap was used. The output coupling air variables were 30- to 500-pF units found in military surplus. The 14-MHz variable was shortened slightly to avoid touching the big tube.

On the three lower bands fixed mica capacitors shunt the air variables to provide a 50-ohm output impedance. All plate circuits were designed for a Q between 10 and 15, depending on the band and the plate voltage I planned to use.

The large ceramic band-switch decks were assembled with mycalex and bakelite spacers made up on a lathe, so there were no closed loops in switch construction. The turning mechanism for the plate tank band-switch was originally a Collins auto-tune. This motor-driven gear and clutch assembly ran from 117 volts ac and would turn a shaft to ten positions. A small control panel attached to the auto-tune had a 10-position switch to select these positions, each of which was independently adjustable over 360 degrees. A "local-remote" switch made these positions available through screw terminals which were connected to a stepping switch.

Another set of switch contacts made it possible to switch another circuit to 10 different connections and was used to control another motor-driven coil switch. This item was obtained from an old military receiver.

The reason for the separate band-switching motor drives lay in the fact that the plate tank switch had 10 positions (9 active and 1 rotor) while the cathode tank switch had 12 positions. A suitable 5-to-6 gearing ratio was not readily available.

The cathode drive circuits were designed for low Q with slug-tuned coils wound of number-18 wire on 1/4-inch diameter ceramic forms. Input and output capacitors are small silver micas, paralleled for needed capacity and also to carry higher current. Series inductances on other switch connections broadband the coverage on 3.5 and 7 MHz.

All tank circuits were initially adjusted by using a small 10-watt vfo-controlled transmitter with a Micro-Match swr bridge in the 50-ohm line to the circuit under test (input line to the cathode and the output line from the plate circuit). The cathode-to-ground impedance was simulated by a 100-ohm non-inductive resistor; the plate impedance was simulated by a group of resistors totalling 5000 ohms. L and C values were changed to obtain as low swr as possible. Other changes had to be made later when power was applied, but this initial procedure was very helpful.

The linear chassis included, in addition to the 4-1000A socket, a blower, filament transformer, input and output tanks and small dual-voltage dc power supply with
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nominal 15- and 30-volts output. The 15-volt supply is used for the cathode tank switch drive motor, the stepping switch, control relays for the plate supply, pilot lights on the control box, relay power for the cathode relays K1 and K2 and bias for the 4-1000A. The 30-volt output is also available for bias, and three values, zero, 15 or 30 volts, can be switched in by S4.

With zero bias the 4-1000A drew plate current whenever plate voltage was applied. This gave rise to thermal emission noise which fed back to the receiver through the break-in system. Bill Orr advised that a small amount of fixed bias would not greatly affect the linearity, so the bias switching was added. With added bias drive requirements increased slightly.

Operation of the amplifier for initial tune-up is quite simple. With plate voltage off, the local control switch on the front panel, or the telephone dial on the control box, sets the auto-tune in motion to select the proper plate-tank circuit. This also activates the cathode-tank selection switch which locates the correct tank circuit. While this is going on, a maximum of seven seconds, the exciter is tuned up on the proper band segment, and as soon as cathode relay K2 closes, excitation is applied.

A dummy load is switched to the output of the amplifier and with excitation removed, the plate voltage is switched on and adjusted to a medium value of 2000 to 2500 volts. Next, with excitation applied, the plate tank input and output capacitors are adjusted for maximum output to the dummy load. If the plate current appears to be normal (250 to 300 mA) and the output is in the 200- to 400-watt range, the plate voltage is raised to maximum and the capacitors adjusted for maximum output.

With excitation and plate voltages turned off, and the receiver in operation, the antenna is switched in place of the dummy load and a tune-up frequency is chosen. Then excitation and plate power are applied and final tune-up made to the antenna. This usually requires about two or three seconds.

Once these adjustments are completed it is rarely necessary to re-tune unless an antenna change makes a considerable difference in loading. During the 1971 ARRL DX Contest, CW division, I changed bands at least 87 times according to my log, and not once did I have to
tune up "on-the-air." Many times I wished that other stations could say the same.

construction

A number of problems turned up during construction. While some required considerable effort to solve, others were handled with ease. One problem that showed up early was the "case of the too-large blower motor."

I had two blowers on hand; both were large affairs with four impellers each, made to cool a large cabinet. I cut one down to a single impeller but it still required 2.5 amperes at 117 volts ac. It blew a gale but was also very noisy; a large part of the noise was from ball bearings.

The second blower with sleeve was much quieter but still drew too much power from the line. Reducing the line voltage gave good air volume and much less power consumption, so I made an auto-transformer from an old filament transformer, teasing up the end turns on the primary until I found the right layer to tap. At 70 volts the motor only drew a little over 1 ampere.

The parasitic suppressor consists of a 25-ohm, 50-watt Globar resistor; copper end caps were forced on and a 3-turn coil of number-12 wire was wound from end to end. This did not completely suppress a parasitic around 130 MHz so a small series LC trap was installed from cathode to ground. This is L9C13 on the circuit diagram. Later R5L18 was added in the cathode drive lead. This enabled a reduction in the size of L15 from 3 turns to 1 turn and decreased the power dissipated in R4.

The 21-MHz tank circuit resonated fine on that band with the tube output capacitance, but resonance increased to 28 MHz when the tube was switched to the normal 28-MHz tank. No amount of tinkering with LC ratios, coil sizes or orientation seemed to keep these tanks from coupling with one another, and there was not enough room for shielding, so I resorted to a brute force solution; I added another switch deck to short out part of the 21-MHz coil when operating on 28 MHz; this effectively detuned it.

power supply

The power supply was designed for continuous duty without worry. The chassis was made from ¼-inch thick aluminum plate, 33½ by 14 inches, with vertical 2½ by 1½ sides of 1/8-inch aluminum channel. Thirty-two casters of the type used under refrigerators gave this chassis some mobility.

The plate transformer is rated at 4400 volts at 1 ampere with 230 volts input, and is fed from a 2.7 kVA variable transformer with an output from zero to 260 volts. A pair of 4- to 16-henry, 500-mA swinging chokes are used ahead of a 25-µF, 6250-volt oil-filled capacitor. The chokes were tried in parallel, but the series connection gave far better voltage regulation, and total plate and bleeder current runs only a little over the 500-mA rating.

The bleeder is made up of four 240-watt, 10,000-ohm resistors in series. A time-delay circuit powers a relay to short out a 12-ohm resistor in series with the line voltage to the plate transformer. A small fraction of a second delay allows the input power to be applied gradually, eliminating surges that might trip the circuit breakers or blow fuses or rectifiers. The bridge rectifier band consists of forty 2 amp, 1000-PIV

"I sometimes think Henry takes his hobby too seriously."
K1 spst, normally closed, plug-in relay, 8000-ohm coil
K2 spst, normally open relay, 12-Vdc coil
T1 filament transformer, 117 Vac primary, 8 V, 21 A secondary
T2 filament transformer, 117 Vac primary, 25.2 Vct, 1 A secondary
T3 117-70 Vac autotransformer

Fig. 2. Power supply for the high-power broadband linear amplifier. Each leg of the bridge consists of 10 diodes (2 A, 1000 PIV), 10 capacitors (0.0047 uF) and 10 resistors (470k, ½ watt). Plate and filament lamps are 6-volt, type 47.

silicon diodes, 470k, ½-watt resistors and 0.0047-μF capacitors.

The variable transformer in the plate supply primary is driven by a small Bodine geared-head motor with a 30-pm output shaft. Lamp L1 is included to provide motor protection when stalled at the end of rotation and also reduces the speed somewhat. There is some advantage in fast rotation, since it only takes a couple of seconds to shift from maximum to minimum plate voltage. Just a light tap on S2 on the control panel changes the plate voltage by 500 volts or so.

Metering of four items of current and voltage, remotely and safely, poses something of a problem. The ac filament measurement is simple, and luckily, the voltmeter error just about compensates for the voltage drop across the bifilar cathode choke. The plate voltage, plate current and grid current are all measured by setting up a small voltage drop in a part of the circuit to be checked, not much above ground, and calibrating a voltmeter to read in terms of the required units.

The plate voltage is read across a
portion of a 50-watt, 300-ohm potentiometer in series with and at the ground end of the 40,000-ohm bleeder string. The voltmeter actually reads about fifteen volts full scale, but the meter dial is calibrated to read to 6000 volts. By varying the potentiometer tap, the read-
current rises much over 500 mA, so an adjustable shunt was provided for higher current, if desired.

The apparent extra leads in the metering circuits were found to be necessary. A common lead between two metering circuits caused a lot of trouble. High voltage

ings correspond accurately with a portable voltmeter temporarily connected across the power-supply output.

The plate-current meter is calibrated to read 1000 mA dc, but actually measures the drop across a 1-ohm, 25-watt resistor in series with the negative high voltage to ground. The grid current is measured as a voltage drop across a 0.6-ohm, 10-watt Globar resistor from grid to ground. A 12-ohm, 20-watt resistor in series with the high voltage to ground and the 1-ohm resistor mentioned above develop enough voltage to trip the overload relay on the control panel if the was carried by a length of RG-11/U coax cable with modified connectors. The bakelite inserts on the PL-259 and SO-239 connectors were removed and the center conductor of the coax was allowed to protrude about three inches through the joined connectors, along with its polyethylene jacket and a piece of vinyl tubing to add stiffness. A banana plug was soldered at the end of the coax center conductor. A heavy bakelite tube was added to the inner, unthreaded, side of the SO-239 and a banana jack was installed at its far end. The high-voltage connection was made here; the shielded coax jacket served as ground and the high-voltage negative lead.

control

The control circuitry for energizing the high voltage supply was originally designed to operate from the same 15-volt supply which operated most of the relays in the system, closing K2 in the control box. It was desired that K2 and K3 close very quickly and open slowly, at different time delays, and eventually a separate power supply was added. This supply, from T1 in the control box, provided a no-load voltage of around 40
volts with a 1000-μF capacitor for energy storage.

When an external circuit was closed, this voltage was applied to K3 with a 200-μF capacitor across its coil, and to K2 with a 500-μF capacitor across its coil, but with a series diode preventing discharge more slowly, thus keeping the plate supply energized for a somewhat longer period of time. The delays are about 1½ and 3½ seconds, respectively.

**construction**

The linear cabinet was picked up at a surplus store and has outside dimensions of 21½ x 24 x 18½ inches. The inner cabinet and chassis were fabricated of sheet aluminum from a local junkyard, cut and bent on machines in a nearby tin shop. Not counting the screws holding internal components, there are at least 350 machine screws holding the shielding.

---

**fig. 3. Schematic diagram for the control unit. Diodes in the bridge circuit are rated at 2 amps.**

K1, K2 = triple pole, single throw relay, 24 or 30 A contacts, 117-Vac coil
K3 = 12 Vdc coil
K4, K5 = dpst relay, 30 A contacts, 117-Vac coil
L1, L2 = 4-16 henry swinging choke, 500 mA
together. The control-unit cabinet was built of wood, painted to match my console. The labeled front panel of the linear was put on top of the actual support panel, which held many support and mounting screw heads, all recessed. The cabinet and front panel were painted with a two-tone metallic blue-gray at a local auto body shop.

Other little items that come to mind, which may be of interest, include the over-travel on the cathode tank switching motor. Even though the 28-volt motor was operating on about half voltage and the drive was through a Geneva gear, the drive sometimes ran past proper contact on the switch decks. This was cured by using a dynamic brake circuit with capacitor C19 in series with winding B of the motor. Now the drive system stops — but quick.

To obtain added frequency coverage on 28 MHz with the fixed capacitor C43, I used a tap just off the end of the coil, hooked to another plate-tank switch tap. This raised the resonant frequency nicely, from about 28.1 up to 28.6 MHz.

Relay K1 on the linear chassis was added to open the cathode circuit to ground (except for R2) when the cathode-switching motor started to operate and to close the circuit after the motor stopped, with time-delay capacitor C53.
All plate-tank circuit components were mounted on an aluminum sheet bent at right angles, parallel to the front panel and bottom chassis. This support is entirely insulated from the rest of the assembly except for one ground connection at the tube socket and the braid on the output coaxial cable feed line.

Connections were provided for high voltage, rf input and output, 117 volts ac and a 9-wire control cable socket, all in a 5 x 7 x 2-inch chassis, inside the rear surface of the main chassis. A cover over this opening was drilled for the coaxial cable connectors, and has male plugs mounted on it for the ac line and 9-wire cable connections.

A small muffin fan was mounted on the rear door and the line voltage to it reduced with a series resistor. This fan helped take hot air out of the top of the cabinet, while the resistor kept fan noise down.

Details needing attention appeared after a period of operation. From the start, drive power requirements were higher than they should have been on any one of three tubes on hand, one supposedly "brand new." I made up a new set of cathode tank circuits of higher Q, but they improved matters only slightly. Finally, I obtained a fourth tube, and suddenly it became possible to drive to the legal limit with about sixty watts input. Moral: Make sure of your linear tubes!

It would have been nice if the second band-switch position for increased frequency coverage in the cathode circuit could have been used to shift the plate tank to a new frequency range. Thus, instead of requiring retuning for a shift from cw to phone on 3.5 and 7 MHz, the move could be accomplished as it is on 28 MHz.

I will be happy to correspond with anyone wanting to discuss any of the ideas incorporated in this linear amplifier. The courtesy of a sase would be appreciated. Let's keep the on-the-air testing to a minimum; no use dumping our garbage on somebody else's lawn!
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Pound for pound the strongest self-supporting steel towers available.

The new economy MW Series towers are designed to support up to 9½ sq. ft. of antenna area. Featuring Tri-Ex's extra strong torsional twist resistant "W" bracing, the all steel MW crank-up towers come in three sizes, each fully galvanized for carefree maintenance. Models available, by height, are: MW-35', MW-50', and MW-65'. Nested height is between 21' and 22'. Hinged base and wall bracket included with MW tower order! See your local dealer or write for free catalog today. Prices start as low as:

$157.35
This high performance converter for the amateur 2300-MHz band boasts a noise figure of 8.5 dB when used with a low-noise 144-MHz i-f strip.

There have been several articles covering converters and preamplifiers for the 1296-MHz amateur band, so amateurs have had several designs from which to select equipment for this band. Construction articles for 2300 MHz have been very scarce in the American literature, and most have involved designs which are often beyond the ability of the amateur to reproduce. With this in mind, K2JNG set out to design a converter for this increasingly popular band. His design had to be simple to construct and at the same time give adequate performance. Modification of the classic 1296-MHz design of W6GGV was the answer.

The converter is presented as a practical unit to enable the amateur to operate on this band with reasonable success. This unit outperforms any of the wide-band surplus equipment usually available. Measurements of the converter's noise figure using professional laboratory equipment showed a noise figure of 12.5 dB with a 6-dB two-meter i-f, and 9.5 dB with a 3-dB two-meter i-f. Since noise figures of 2 dB are easily achieved in modern two-meter converters, an improvement of another 1 dB over these figures is readily possible.

Problems in building converters for these frequencies in the past have centered around the difficulty in obtaining local oscillator injection at the high frequencies involved without massive and elaborate local oscillators. With the advent of new inexpensive transistors and efficient low-power varacters, it is possible to obtain the necessary injection with a minimum of equipment, overall size reduction and simple construction. This
Converter is a collaboration of the three authors; WA2LTM was principally responsible for the oscillator chain, K2JNG and WA2VTR designed and optimized the multiplier and mixer trough-line components.

It should be pointed out that one of the major improvements was the HP2835 hot-carrier diode supplied by Hewlett Packard. This serves as a mixer and proved to be considerably superior to any other mixer diode tried at 2300 MHz. This diode is available for 90c from any Hewlett Packard sales office.

**Local oscillator**

The local oscillator chain is transistorized for compactness. Although a variable regulated power supply is included in the description, it is not absolutely necessary. Any well-regulated supply capable of supplying 9 to 11 volts and 18 to 24 volts will adequately power the chain. This will provide approximately 250 milliwatts put at 540 MHz.

This 540-MHz signal is multiplied to 2160 MHz by the MV1622" epicap diode to provide sufficient injection at 2160 MHz to drive the hot-carrier diode mixer to 1 milliampere. Try any small varactor diode. Several versions of this converter have been built, and one of them uses a local oscillator injection frequency of 180 MHz which is multiplied in one step to 2160 MHz using a special abrupt-junction diode which is quite expensive and not easily available.

"Nearly any of the 1600 series diodes should work. The MV1622 is recommended. Some transistor junctions (base-emitter) will work as will any small abrupt-junction varactor rated at least to 8 GHz.
Since the power required at 180 MHz is about 1 watt, many spurious signals are generated and this is not a recommended method of obtaining the required injection.

The local-oscillator chain as shown in fig. 1 uses six inexpensive transistors. The circuit is a conventional common-emitter configuration. Oscillator Q1 uses a 67.5 MHz overtone crystal and Q2, Q3 and Q4 are frequency doublers, ending up with an output frequency of 540 MHz.

The supply voltage to Q1 and Q2 is regulated, while Q3 and Q4 have an adjustable supply voltage. The adjustable voltage allowed us to vary the output power of the local oscillator since it was not known how much mixer current would be obtained with the particular mixer diode used.

The circuit, as shown, can produce an approximate output power of 350 mW. If the variable coupling capacitors C1 and C2 are replaced by fixed values the
output may drop as much as 20% to 25%, but this should still be sufficient to drive the mixer diode to 800 μA.

It will be noted that coupling capacitor C3 has a low value for the frequency at which it is being used, but it was found that larger values made tuning more critical.

**construction**

Standard uhf building practices should be followed. Keep all leads as short as possible, especially the bypass capacitors.

The local oscillator chain is built on double copper-clad board. Teflon sockets are used for all transistors to facilitate substitution and replacement. Shielding
was necessary only at Q4.

Stability was improved by mounting the crystal inside the chassis so air currents would not affect the temperature of the crystal. It was found that grounding the crystal case was important for good oscillator stability. Johanson ceramic capacitors are used in the parallel-resonant circuits of Q2, Q3 and Q4. However, any good glass or quartz piston capacitors should work as well.

Several types of transistors were tried in the circuit. A HEP709 (equivalent for the RCA SK-3018) was tried at Q1, Q2 and Q3 with poor results. However a HEP-75 was tried at Q4 and found to be about equal in performance to the 2N3866. At Q5 and Q6, almost any inexpensive pnp transistors, with TO-3 and TO-5 cases respectively, may be substituted. This circuit has been duplicated three times by the authors and in each case it worked fine the first time it was tried.

the trough line

Brass should be cut and bent according to the dimensions shown. Hints on actual construction are presented in W6GGV's article or in the 1971 edition of the "ARRL Handbook" or "VHF Handbook" which describe the original 1296-MHz version. Techniques of soldering and construction are identical.

Since the HP2835 mixer diode is a pigtail version, the bypass capacitor for it differs from the original design (fig. 5). One lead of the mixer diode is bent to provide greater coupling into the signal trough. This is done experimentally after the converter is completed and aids in obtaining the best signal-to-noise ratio.

Because the oscillator injection frequency is 540 MHz, the multiplier and filter troughs will not tune to a lower or a higher harmonic than the design frequency. Therefore, it is not possible to tune to any harmonic frequency other than the one desired (2160 MHz).

This simplifies tuneup, but in any case, it is best to start tuning with the capacitors screwed all the way in without touching the half-wave lines. It may be desirable to experiment with the antenna about equal in performance to the 2N3866. At Q5 and Q6, almost any inexpensive pnp transistors, with TO-3 and TO-5 cases respectively, may be substituted. This circuit has been duplicated three times by the authors and in each case it worked fine the first time it was tried.

fig. 3. External construction details of the 2304-MHz trough-line converter. The $\frac{1}{4} \times \frac{1}{2}$" bar stock is drilled and tapped for the 10-32 tuning screws used for C2, C3 and C4 (see fig. 4). Brass nut is soldered flush with the bottom of the tuning screw as shown in the detail. Nylon jam nuts hold the tuning screws in place after the converter is tuned up.
input coupling, but the tap shown appeared to be as good as any other coupling which was tried.

Lap or otherwise carefully machine the bottom of the trough flat. It is important that the trough be mounted solidly on top of the chassis, making good contact at all points between the trough and the chassis. Failure to do this will result in difficult and erratic tuning; also, the trough line will pick up stray rf which causes variations in crystal mixer current.

tuneup

Tuneup should proceed as follows. With approximately 200 to 250 milliwatts of 540-MHz signal injected into the trough line and a microammeter connected to the meter connection, tune the multiplier trough line for some meter indication. When this occurs, carefully tune the center trough (filter) for maximum indication. At this point, substitute a less sensitive meter, and tune both the multiplier and filter troughs for maximum indication; this should be somewhere in the vicinity of 1 milliampere. Peak up the L-network input to the varactor.

At this point, introduce a weak 2304 MHz signal into the signal trough. Connect the output of the two-meter i-f to a good two-meter converter which is in turn connected to the antenna input of a good communications receiver. Tune the signal trough for maximum signal. Tune the i-f tuning capacitor E for maximum S-meter reading. The input tap on the C1, C2, C3 10-32 brass tuning screws, see detail in fig. 3

C4 1-10 pF piston capacitor, miniature
C5 3-30 pF piston or air-variable capacitor
C6 bypass, see fig. 5
CR1 MC1622 multiplier diode
CR2 HP2835 mixer diode
L1 3 turns no. 30, 1/8” ID
L2, L3, L4 5/16” OD brass tubing
L5 10 turns no. 20, 3/8” ID, tapped for best noise figure
L6 2-turn link, position for best output

fig. 4. Construction of the 2304-MHz converter. Input signal from J2 is tapped 1/8 up from end of line L4. Feedthrough is 0.001 μF. Link coupling, L6, must be carefully adjusted for best noise figure; for more simple output arrangement, attach the cathode end of CR2 to the feedthrough end of L5, and use 0.001-μF capacitor from L5 to J3—tap capacitor down about 1 turn on L5. To tune 2287-MHz Appollo communications frequency, lengthen all trough lines by 1/16” and change local-oscillator frequency to 535.75 MHz (66.97-MHz crystal).

fig. 5. Construction of feedthrough capacitor C6 (see fig. 4). Brass plate is mounted on converter body with 4-40 nylon screws; use 0.005” to 0.01” Teflon between the capacitor plate and the converter chassis. The small brass top hat is drilled with a no. 60 drill and tapped on side for 8-80 set screw (for holding CR2). Alternately, CR2 may be soldered in place.

MHZ signal into the signal trough. Connect the output of the two-meter i-f to a good two-meter converter which is in turn connected to the antenna input of a good communications receiver. Tune the signal trough for maximum signal. Tune the i-f tuning capacitor E for maximum S-meter reading. The input tap on the C1, C2, C3 10-32 brass tuning screws, see detail in fig. 3

C4 1-10 pF piston capacitor, miniature
C5 3-30 pF piston or air-variable capacitor
C6 bypass, see fig. 5
CR1 MC1622 multiplier diode
CR2 HP2835 mixer diode
L1 3 turns no. 30, 1/8” ID
L2, L3, L4 5/16” OD brass tubing
L5 10 turns no. 20, 3/8” ID, tapped for best noise figure

At this point, introduce a weak 2304 MHz signal into the signal trough and the tap on the two-meter coil from the mixer may now be adjusted for best noise figure.

reference
455-kHz filter

for

amateur fm

Ferrite pot cores in a tailored filter design

Fm receiving techniques have been the subject of much attention in the amateur literature. While some of these circuits use high-frequency crystal filters, many are dual-conversion circuits in which selectivity is developed at lower frequencies.

Crystal filters are commercially available, but LC filters are not. This article provides information for constructing a 455-kHz LC i-f filter with selectivity and impedance to meet fm receiver requirements.

Ferrite pot cores, although available for at least a decade, have not found widespread use in amateur radio circuits. An article by Hank Olson, W6GXX, describes pot cores and other ferrite and powdered-iron elements and how to use them. The compactness and adjustability of ferrite pot cores, as well as their Q, put them ahead of the competition for fm receiver i-f strip application.

filter circuit

The basic filter is shown in fig. 1. Note that it has two LC end sections and up to four LC center sections. Less filtering is required by some detectors; others may require more, so the selectivity may be chosen by adding or deleting center sections.

The graph of fig. 2, which was plotted from a computer printout, allows you to select the number of LC sections, or poles, required for the desired selectivity.
to narrow the passband slightly. This may be compensated by increasing the value of the coupling capacitors.*

Input and output impedances also may be tailored by choosing taps from table 1. These impedances need not be the same. The filter is an ideal circuit with which to transform impedances.

**Construction**

The filter elements should be laid out linearly to avoid stray coupling. Pot cores in clamps are inherently well-shielded. Coupling between cores is not a serious problem, even when closely spaced. The pot-core clamps should be connected to the common side of the circuit.

**Tuning**

Tuning the filter is simple if this procedure is followed. Note that tuning for maximum output does *not* yield the optimum filter shape factor. The method outlined was developed by M. Dischal, a pioneer in electric wave filter theory.

Eight LC pairs seem to be the maximum for amateur use.

The filter is designed for the popular amateur "bellyband," i.e., i-f circuits for

±7.5 kHz deviation. However, the circuit selectivity may be increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the value of the 15-pF coupling capacitors in fig. 1. Adding several center sections will tend

---

*Filter insertion loss may be of concern to some readers. Author's computer printout shows filter insertion losses as follows: 2 coils, 0.77 dB; 3 coils, 1.5 dB; 4 coils, 2.27 dB; 5 coils, 3 dB; and 6 coils, 3.77 dB. editor.
The equipment required need not be expensive nor exotic. A 455-kHz signal is required. Since the signal need not be tuned or swept, a crystal oscillator is ideal (perhaps a Motorola test set). The signal-source impedance should be similar to the filter input impedance, but it is not critical. If the signal generator is a low-impedance device a series resistor may be added. If the signal generator is a high-impedance unit, then a shunt resistor will be needed. The meter must be capable of reading the output of the signal source with about 30 dB additional loss. It's possible to use an existing i-f strip with an S-meter. A sensitive dc meter may be used with a crystal diode as a detector. The meter is used only as a peak and null detector.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{impedance} & \text{no. turns} \\
\text{(ohms)} & \\
25k & \text{no tap} \\
10k & 38 \\
5k & 27 \\
2k & 17 \\
1k & 12 \\
500 & 8 \\
50 & 2 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Ferroxcube, part no. 1408 CA 100 3B7. Magnetics Inc., part no. 1408 AL100 'D' material. Indiana General, part no. TC7-01.

Be sure to specify an adjustable pot-core assembly with the least expensive clamp and a single-section bobbin.

This filter may also be constructed more economically, but with slightly reduced performance and much more difficulty in tuning, by using powdered-iron toroids. The T80-3 core would be a reasonable choice. Variable trimming capacitors may be used for tuning.

**Table 1. Impedance vs tap turns.**

Connect the signal source, filter, and meter as shown in fig. 3. Adjust the frequency to 455 kHz and forget it. Short across the second coil and tune the first coil for a peak. Short across the third coil and tune the second coil for a null. Continue to move the shorting clip down the line, and tune the immediately preceding coil to peaks and nulls alternately. The last coil is tuned with no shorting clip.

Should there be difficulty in tuning a coil, remember that the above equipment setup may be used to tune a single coil by peaking the coil. If a variable oscillator is used, it may be tuned to find the circuit resonant frequency. A grid-dip meter is useless with pot cores.

The ferrite pot cores are available from several sources. Each of the following cores was tried with similar results:

Ferroxcube, part no. 1408 CA 100 3B9.

---

**Fig. 3. Instrumentation for tuning**

Filter. Resistor R may be required to match signal generator impedance to that of filter, as explained in text.

**References**

improved two-meter preamplifier

As any writer knows (and I am a technical writer by trade), the hardest part of writing anything is just getting started. I've been meaning to write an article on the subject of two-meter preamps for quite some time, and I've never been able to think of a good gimmick to start it off with. I like to think that communications, to be effective, has to be somewhat like one person talking to another, with nothing holding you back. The constraints of writing military technical manuals prevents much of that type of thing, but I think that a ham journal can be an exception. So here is a little bit of my thoughts on the subject of preamps. Of course, everything you ever read has to be taken with more or less of a certain seasoning ingredient, so here is some background.

Not being a design engineer, I make no great claims as to scientific discoveries on preamps. Personally, I don't believe in a lot of the magic I read about; however, there are good and bad points which can be weeded out from various circuits which come along. Having been involved in a club project to build preamps, I have experimented with several circuits over the last few years; and I came to a surprising conclusion, which will be the subject of this article.

Jerry Vogt, WA2GCF, 182 Belmont Road, Rochester, New York 14612

march 1972 25
brief history

To review some recent innovations, and some of the circuits of the past as well, I should start with the frame-grid tube. That was the first new thing to come along in quite a while, for receiver front ends, when it was introduced several years ago. It boasted high Gm and low noise figure. Of course, there was the old 417A which did a pretty good job at that time, but you had to scrounge them from your friendly telephone company because you couldn't afford the price of a new one. I guess that I still didn't know for sure what Gm and low noise figure meant, but everyone said they were good to have; and we still hear it today. Except, now we take those features for granted.

Then, along came the nuvistor. It supposedly had the same features, only more so. But then, it had the drawback that all tubes have, namely that it takes extra wiring and power, that it has to warm up, and that it will wear out. It did make a pretty good front end, however. Then came bipolar transistors. The appeal of getting away from tubes was very strong, and everyone wanted to make a completely solid-state receiver. Like a lot of new innovations, it was a long time growing up. Unfortunately, quite a few terrible front ends were built just for the sake of using transistors. The biggest problems were intolerable overload characteristics and poor noise figure. Several years passed and we finally got the field-effect transistor. This solved the overload bug, and before long, the 2N4416 was introduced, which gave us good noise figures.

So that was it for awhile; but alas — what had we learned from all the work that our predecessors had done to make an easy-to-duplicate circuit with good operating characteristics? Not a darned thing! Article after article came out with single, neutralized field-effect transistor amplifiers in converters and preamps. Baloney! I think back on the many occasions during which I had built converters and preamps and practically tore my hair out trying to neutralize the darned things. I don't have a single good thing to say for them. They were inexpensive and they were simple to build if you could figure out what value of inductance should cancel the output-to-input capacitance, but they certainly didn't tune up well. And afterward, if you changed the line voltage the feedback capacitance would change also. Change devices after a failure. All your values must be changed to make it play again. I built 25 preamps for our club with such a circuit. I think I aged ten years. Never again.

Then, along came the dual-gate mosfet. That is another subject. I like to call them moose-fets. I guess I kind of feel sort of cold about a transistor that blows before I even get it in the circuit. I heard so many tales about mosfets blowing that I've never tried them. So I won't criticize their performance. They probably work very well once you solder their delicate little legs to your board, but you couldn't prove it by me.

There are probably many readers who agree that one branch of Murphy's law says that even on a day with 101% relative humidity, you will have sufficient static electricity to blow every mosfet you even think about touching. Of course, there are proper methods to prevent said disaster from ever occurring; but that's kind of like picking up broken glass. There is no excuse for being cut, but you still get nervous. So much for slandering "the best thing yet in semiconductors." What can we learn from all of these things?

design criteria

I set out to design a good compromise preamp. One that I could mass-produce without getting ulcers, and one that I could recommend for others to build. So I sat down to find out what I wanted. I didn't want tubes, for obvious reasons, but they had worked well by past standards. I didn't want neutralized junction fets — at least, not any more! I didn't want ticklish little fellows which blew
before I got them in the circuit; and I was too proud to think that I was going to get sucked into playing little games to keep the little devils from blowing up to defy me. So I referred to my library, which has many old books with not-too-well hidden secrets. Of course! Why didn’t I think of it before?

the jfet

I set out to design a cascode preamp with jfets. A natural! Jfets are fine devices, readily available, and come in many flavors. Use a cascode circuit like in the days of tubes (you remember what those were) and you don’t have to neutralize. Jfets have all of the required characteristics: good gain and low noise figure to hear with, and good square-law characteristics so you don’t hear the taxi service or fm broadcast station two blocks away. Some educated types even admit now that it’s possible that mosfets are only better for preamps because they are inherently cascode. Is that all? We can do that ourselves. Of course, if you want agc, then dual-gate mosfets are the thing. But, who needs agc? Ever looked through designs for the new ham transceivers and the commercial transceivers for business band? They don’t use agc; not as a rule.

design hints

I am a great circuit snatcher. I never build anything exactly the way it was done in an article or in a piece of commercial gear. But I snatch a lot of ideas. I combine a stage from some past article with a few circuits from commercial radios. And I do a lot of homebrew work. At least, that’s what my wife said the last time I saw her. Now, I want to let you in on something ironic. One day at the plant I was belly-aching to one of our better design engineers about all the grief in duplicating the ham-type circuits. The commercial ones are usually easier to copy. I told him exactly what I thought about neutralizing and combining functions in one stage (like oscillators and multipliers). He made me stop and think. He matter-of-factly designs things like a solid-state am-fm kilowatt 150-MHz power amplifier for a living. He told me that the biggest mistake that hams make in selecting circuits is that they count parts. They don’t count labor or repeatability, just parts. This is probably due to the traditional pocket-book problem. But be practical! I have been using some of his ideas awhile, and I want to tell you that the pleasure is back in homebrewing for me now.

The philosophy is based on two premises. First, when designing a circuit, use more parts if that’s what it takes to make it easier to build. Consider that your time is valuable. Don’t waste it trying to figure out how to save five cents on a resistor. Even if it costs you an extra buck for the second transistor, it sure outweighs wasting a whole afternoon trying to make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear. Secondly, transistors don’t have all that much gain that neutralizing should be necessary. Mismatch a little. Throw away that last ounce of gain. Use more stages or devices instead. You’ll be a better designer for it.

In industry, it is mandatory that you don’t depend on every bit of gain. You have to consider other characteristics and repeatability. My friend’s basic philo-
sophy is, "If it oscillates, swamp it." In other words, if you have so much gain that it takes off, load it down with resistors until it stops. Then, if you need more gain, add another stage. If you need more selectivity, use a multi-pole filter or a different type of filter.

cascoded jfets

Having proven to myself that these premises do hold true, I took exactly that approach in designing the cascode jfet preamp. I didn't worry too much about noise figure and overload resistance. These are difficult to measure quantitatively. They pretty much take care of themselves if you use the traditional rules and use good devices. The biggest problem was how to make a cascode circuit.

For those who have forgotten what the old tube-type cascode circuit looked like, refer to fig. 1. I won't bother to explain all the details of circuit design; you can get that out of any old handbook. Basically, one stage acts as a voltage amplifier, and one acts as a current amplifier. The first tube's plate circuit is loaded down heavily by the cathode of the second. Therefore, the unneutralized common-cathode first stage doesn't oscillate. The grounded-grid second stage, of course, doesn't oscillate either. The two act together to give you about the same overall gain that a neutralized single-stage amplifier would yield.

fig. 2. Schematic of the improved jfet preamp.Inductance values are discussed in the text.

Trying to visualize what the equivalent circuit in field-effect technology would be brings up an interesting point. Tubes of the type used in such circuits were usually of the close-spaced element design, apparently to obtain the high Gm desired. Therefore, it was necessary to use about half the normal B+ voltage of conventional tubes. That was great, though, because two tubes should be connected in series anyway to make a cascode circuit; so they were also connected in series for dc operation.

Not so with fets. They work just fine on 10 to 15 volts, so why use a dc-series configuration? Indeed, the problems of determining the correct biasing method are also complex. The solution was to use an ac-cascode circuit. Further simplification was discovered that made biasing even easier. Selection of the 2N5485 resulted in obtaining optimum operation with no bias at all. No series source resistor is required, and therefore, no bypass is required in the source circuit.

actual circuit details

So much for my editorializing! The finished design is shown in fig. 2. The preamp is an ac-coupled cascode jfet amplifier. It provides 16- to 25-dB of actual gain between terminals. Empirical results (meaning that about 50 of them are already out in the field) seem to indicate that they work well. They improve reception on virtually all receivers.
The older receivers, of course, use tubes; and good low-noise gain to swamp out the noise in the present front end of the receiver is bound to make an improvement.

Oddly enough, even the latest solid-state equipment on the market today can be improved, simply because the manufacturers either cheapen the design to be competitive or, in the case of commercial radios, the manufacturer also has to meet a cross-modulation spec. In the case of the latter, radios are sold for use under unknown rf-pollution conditions, so the manufacturer is watching out for selectivity too, and is willing to sacrifice a few microvolts of sensitivity. In most cases, the commercial receiver will listen to a quarter kilowatt up on a prime antenna location, so who cares.

Of course, you don’t get anything free. You do sacrifice some overload resistance by driving the front end harder with a preamp. In most cases, though, the somewhat increased overload susceptibility is negligible, especially in mobile sets.

Refer to fig. 2. The input of the preamp uses transformer coupling, with the secondary tuned by the 5-pF input capacitance of the fet. Coupling is such that a 50-ohm source resistance loads the gate of the fet to approximately 1000 ohms, a typical design parameter. To provide ac coupling to the next stage, the drain of the first stage is shunt fed through L1, a 1.2-μH choke. The signal is coupled to the source of the second stage through a bypass-type capacitor (C1), and the source of the second transistor is tied to ground for dc through L3.

As previously mentioned, the second transistor, being fed at the source, loads down the drain impedance at the first transistor. The second stage runs as a grounded-gate amplifier, and its drain load impedance is established by a capacitive divider across the output coil, which is tuned by a combination of the divider (C3-C4) and the 2-pF output capacitance of the device. The capacitance ratio is set up to provide a load impedance at the drain of approximately 5000 ohms, another typical design parameter for such preamps. The B+ input to the output coil is fed through a bypass capacitor consisting of a solder-in feedthrough capacitor. This also provides a convenient tie point for connection of the B+ wire.

A feature of this design is the simple tuning after construction. Because no neutralization is necessary, and because the input and output coils are completely isolated, tuneup is a simple matter of peaking the coils. Of course, that depends on the proper range of the coil to begin with. In the model illustrated, the coils consist of four turns of number-12 Solder-eze wire, each with a one-turn input link on the input coil. Coil forms consist of paper-phenolic impregnated with silicon wax. Tuning slugs are of the ¼-20 type, 3/8-inch long, with an internal hex thru-slot to accommodate a standard J-tran tool. Slug material is iron-8. Special Tinnerman coil retainers are used to hold the forms in the printed circuit board, and special ½-inch coil shields are used to cover the coils and some of the other parts as shown in the photo. Don’t worry about the special parts, however, since I
have arranged to make them available.*

installation

Each end of the board has two holes provided in the ground plane. One hole at each end is used for mounting, and the other is used as a ground connection for the coax input or output cable. Thus, the separated ends of a piece of coax have inductance, as does any straight wire. Keep the stripped ends extremely short to avoid loss and pickup of noise and stray rf. A good method of connection for the braid is to wrap the exposed braid end with number-22 bare wire, right around the cable. Tie or solder the ends to secure them around the cable, and then solder the bare wire to the board.

On the subject of power, any source of filtered 10 to 15 volts can be used. Gain is relatively flat above 10 volts, so regulation is unnecessary. Also, tuning is not particularly affected with changes in voltage as is usually the problem with the neutralized types. Power connection is made to the top terminal of the feedthrough capacitor. (Note that the cold end of the winding on L2 is soldered to the board and continued on to be soldered to the bottom terminal of the feedthrough capacitor.)

A word of caution is in order. One of the previous builders, figuring the current drawn by the preamp as being about 5 mA (which it is), decided that he could use a dropping resistor to reduce the receiver's 200-volt supply to 12 volts. His calculations were fine, but he should have

Components side of the printed-circuit board with coil shields removed. L1 looks like a resistor in the upper right corner; C4 is above C3 all the way on the left. The board, with an overall length of only 2½ inches, is very straightforward.

unit can either be mounted on standoffs on opposite corners, or it can be mounted with L-brackets attached to two holes on the same side. The latter method works out well in the Motorola tube sets which have rectifier cages. The preamp can be hung on its side from two brackets installed at the top of the cage which is located near the receiver input connector.

As you may be aware, the stripped and

*The following are being made available in conjunction with this project. A complete parts kit, including the G10 pc board already drilled, is available for $6.00 postpaid. Completely built preamps, tuned to any frequency in the 144-172 MHz band, are available at $10 postpaid. Quantity prices are available to clubs to allow clubs to make a profit. Factory built preamps can be returned for repair (prepaid) for a fixed repair charge of $3, anytime during the first 90 days. Contact HAMTRONICS, 182 Belmont Road, Rochester, New York 14612.
used a zener diode in addition to the resistor. The transistors failed, of course, due to high voltage surges. Another word of caution, which should be obvious, is that you can’t transmit through your preamp. Remember that when you outboard a preamp on the back of your new Japanese transceiver!

**tuning**

After testing your preamp on a signal generator and a 50-ohm load, you should repeak the coils slightly when the unit is installed in the set. At two-meters, a slight amount of reactance in your external circuit will detune the preamp slightly. But, being a cascode design, retuning is very simple; you need not worry about oscillation. (You may notice that no attempt was made to keep you from tuning it; such is not the case with a popular preamp which is soldered shut at the factory to prevent the neutralized circuit from taking off when you play with it.)

The cascode circuit shouldn’t oscillate. However, remember that any circuit exposed to another circuit at the same frequency may cause the combination to oscillate. Some of the inexpensive radios on the market today (and I don’t know how they do it) have absolutely no shields around coils in the frontend. This may be fine if you don’t have a lot of gain (which may be the case); but if you add a preamp anywhere near the frontend coils in such a unit, I’m afraid that you will have to provide a shield box around the preamp to prevent pickup from the receiver’s coils. Otherwise, you may find that the whole set takes off when you upset the apple cart by adding your preamp.

Well, that’s the story of what you go through to design a preamp. Whether you build one or not, I hope that some of the hints and kinks will help you in building your next transistor rf project. If you have questions, feel free to write to me. Please enclose a sase, and I will try to jot down a few notes to help you if I can.
This novel circuit has many advantages over conventional detectors since it automatically adjusts its bfo level in proportion to the average signal level.

A paper presented at the International Communications Conference during June 1971 described a synchronous detector which should be of interest to amateur radio operators. The circuit was designed by R. S. Badessa while working on a project at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. Badessa made further investigations through support given by Damon Corporation where we both are employed.

The circuit was primarily designed for double-sideband, suppressed-carrier (dssc) detection. It has been used in several communication receivers as a second detector and exhibits features which make a superb demodulator for CW, a-m, dsb and ssb.

The name, "reciprocating detector," seemed appropriate to the inventor who described the detector's operation thus: "Because a suppressed carrier wave assumes either of two diametrically opposite phases in sequence, the detector channels these into a smoothly rotating reference vector."

The design features a carrier-synthesized reference signal and therefore does not require an external beat-frequency oscillator. Because of other characteristics of the circuit, impulse noises are rejected. Also, the average reference level is proportional to the average signal level. The CW DX chaser and moonbounce enthusiast can appreciate the desirability of this important feature of the detector when he remembers what bfo hiss noise does to a weak signal as it goes into a fade.

circuit operation

To aid in a brief discussion of the circuit operation refer to fig. 1, a signal flow diagram. An rf signal from the receiver i-f system is presented to a half-wave diode detector. The detector provides a signal current source which is fed to an electronic bidirectional switch. The two outputs of this switch are directed into the inputs of a differential amplifier. The amplified output is fed into a narrowband i-f filter and a low-pass filter. The narrow-band filter, approximately 500-Hz wide, is coupled to a phase splitter which returns the outputs to the inputs of the bidirectional switch; this filtered signal is the reference. The
low-pass filter allows the audio component to pass into the receiver audio system.

Previous experiments allowed the investigator to choose, by means of a selector switch, existing detectors in a Collins 51S1 receiver or the reciprocating detector. Later, simultaneous records were made from each detector for comparison.

The circuit diagram, fig. 2, is for incorporation into a Drake R4A receiver. It is possible to use the same circuit in any other communication receiver with appropriate modifications to the filter FL1.

The modification to the Drake R4A involves rewiring the CW/SSB/AM selector switch. All changes are temporary; this allows the receiver to be restored to its original state. At W1SNN the detector was permanently installed in the R4A. The crystal switch, designated S4A/B in the Drake Manual, located on the left side of the R4A receiver, was disconnected from the vfo/crystal circuitry. The vfo was permanently connected, freeing the switch used for S1. A dpdt toggle switch can be externally mounted in a convenient location on the operating table if you don’t want to use S4A/B for this modification.

The schematic diagram shows the rewiring of the CW/SSB/SW switch. It should be wired exactly as shown. Otherwise, problems with the receiver bfo will result. The bfo must be off when the reciprocating detector is switched in or a steady beat will be heard due to bfo leakage into the receiver i-f circuits. This switch is designated S2 rear in the schematic diagram and in the Drake instruction manual.

The power supply circuit shown in fig. 3 provides the required voltages. The voltages are higher than called for in the diagram. It is important that the voltages be very nearly the same level; in excess of six volts is permissible, provided that the two are equal. They should not exceed 10 volts, however.

Resistor R24 must be included to complete the voltage drop through the voltage divider when the bfo is removed. Therefore, when the reciprocating detector is switched in the connections to S1 must be made as shown.

The direction in which the windings for FL1 must be wound is important. If they are in the wrong “sense” the filter will not operate.

tuneup

FL1 has a small adjusting slug which tunes the filter to the center frequency, 50 kHz. Put the CW/SSB/AM switch on ssb and S1 on the receiver’s own detector; tune in an ssb station, and switch S1 to the reciprocating detector position. If the voice sounds higher or lower in pitch than

---

**fig. 1. Block diagram of the reciprocating detector.**
normal, adjust until the voice pitch sounds correct, by switching back and forth between the two detectors. Adjustment is complete when no difference in voice pitch is noticed. R23, an audio gain trim potentiometer, can be adjusted at the same time, rocking the switch in the same manner; this pot will set the audio output level of the reciprocating detector the same as the receiver detector output level.

**operation**

When the detector installation adjustment is complete, you can compare signals by simply flipping switches. At first very little difference will be noted in the comparison between detectors.

On 160 meters, with the receiver a-m detector switched in and the noise blanker off, an a-m signal was tuned in. Some interference from a Loran station was present. Switching to the reciprocating detector a beat signal was heard; re-tuning the signal very slightly produced a zero beat which has a very narrow lock-in range. No difference in audio quality could be noticed, and the Loran signal was greatly subdued.

Switching in the noise blanker eliminated the Loran signal pulses completely; switching back to the receiver a-m detector with the noise blanker on, the pulses were subdued but very difficult to copy through. The reason the reciprocating detector eliminated the Loran pulses is because the reference filter Q is too high to allow the filter to "build up." Ignition pulses, static crashes and flat-topped linears are treated in the same way.

Tune in the Canadian Standard Time Signal or an overseas broadcast (plenty of them on 40 meters). The receiver detector should be on a-m. Notice when the signal fades that sometimes the modulation will become distorted; this is selective fading. Switch in the reciprocating detector and the distortion will disappear.

Next try CW. Look for the very weak ones and notice that when fades occur on the conventional detector, the signal disappears. Switch to the reciprocating detector, it's still there! This is because the reciprocating detector produces its own beat signal which is proportional to the received signal level. When the conventional detector is on, its bfo level is constant, and so is the low level hiss it produces, acting as a mask for the weak signal.

Sideband operators will appreciate the reciprocating detector because adjacent channel signals which chop up a QSO because they are near the i-f passband are now subdued. Flat-topped linears and lightning noises are almost eliminated by the reciprocating detector; the latter will be completely out of the picture if the noise blanker is used as well.

**summary**

This unique circuit is well worth the work that has gone into its installation. It is hoped that other amateurs will try it and perhaps find some features we missed; or try to shoot down those reported. To Steve Badessa goes my thanks for the circuitry and his help in incorporating it in my receiver. To my wife, WA1IKR, who typed and typed and typed, many thanks.

**reference**


*ham radio*
monitoring

SSB signals

SSB signal reports based on monitor scopes are misleading if the signal is received via typical narrowband i-f strips.

Although available for some time, little information is known to have been published on the requirements for evaluating received SSB signals using oscillographic techniques.

The purpose of this article is two-fold: (a) to dispel the misconception on the part of many amateurs that accurate appraisal of SSB signals is possible when such signals are received on modern equipment with relatively narrow passbands, and (b) to describe a monitoring method using oscillography that yields an accurate representation of the received signal.

A plug-in module is described for use in an empty filter socket in the Collins 75A4 receiver to increase i-f bandwidth so that a true representation of the signal may be observed and analyzed. No other modifications are necessary to the receiver; that is, the existing socket for the mechanical filter is left untouched and the module is merely plugged in — no holes; no rewiring.

The Collins 7553 receiver also may be used in conjunction with the signal-analysis methods described here. The plug-in module isn't necessary, however i-f transformers T4 and T5 must be tweaked slightly to obtain the required response. The monitoring method is adaptable to other receivers as well — the only requirement is that their bandwidth pass the signal components necessary for accurate analysis.

Bandwidth considerations

According to accepted engineering practice, a bandwidth at least ten times the modulating frequency is necessary to produce a square wave. Such bandwidth allows one to evaluate components of the signal to its tenth harmonic. Relating this fact to popular SSB receiving equipment, which has a passband of 2.1-2.5 kHz, it is obvious that a bandwidth of 21-25 kHz would be necessary to provide meaningful information on SSB signals. Stated differently, a square wave of only 200 Hz would be faithfully reproduced when received through a 2.1-kHz passband.

Monitor system

With the above in mind, I decided to...
devise a method to accurately evaluate signals received on my Collins 75A4 as well as on the popular 75S3. In the 75A4, a broadband i-f system was installed, consisting of a simple plug-in module (fig. 1). The plug-in module consists of a surplus Vanguard 22-331-331P double-tuned i-f transformer soldered into a Vector type K1.434 9-pin tube socket.

The i-f transformer was adjusted for a 20-kHz bandwidth at the 6-dB points using an HP-8601A sweep generator and a Tektronix 7704 scope. With this transformer plugged into a vacant mechanical-filter socket of the 75A4, a broadband monitor system for checking ssb signals is readily available to anyone with an oscilloscope of moderate bandwidth; i.e., 500 kHz or more.

Any small 455-kHz double-tuned i-f transformer may be used, such as the Miller 12-C30. The i-f can should be set up using a sweep generator; however, you can accomplish this on a point-to-point basis with a signal generator and oscilloscope, since the response doesn't have to be perfect.

**system constraints**

Once the module is installed, the receiver will sound like a party line, with many signals audible, so only the loudest may be evaluated because of the signal-to-noise ratio and interference problems. During my investigation I noted that, in the absence of a mechanical filter, sufficient signal leakage existed around the socket and switch so that very strong signals degraded the true i-f selectivity.

One might immediately ask, "Why do all this when you can look at the output of the second mixer, which feeds the filters, as in most modern receivers?" The reasons are that the signal levels at this point are relatively low; and, more importantly, the reflected input impedance of the filter actually limits the bandwidth so that much of the real value of the system is lost.

In the 75A4, sample the signal to your scope at the plate of V8 with a small capacitor. Retune L27, using the internal 100-kHz internal calibrator. Don't forget to repeak L27 with the system removed, or if the coax isn't terminated.

**using the 75S3**

Collins 75S3-series owners are fortunate in that the foregoing has been essentially accomplished in the original design. I-f transformers T4, T5 replace a mechanical filter for a-m selectivity. The bandpass of T4, T5 is called out in the

![The plug-in module for the 75A4.](image)
instruction book as 5 kHz with unspecified limits. The response of this circuit was measured with a Heath SM105A counter at the receiver vfo, with the S-meter as a readout. The measured response was 5 kHz at the 6-dB points. By readjusting the top and bottom slugs on T4, T5, bandwidth may be extended to 10 kHz at the 6 dB points. This can be done with the aid of a sweep generator or by an approximation using the receiver S-meter and internal crystal calibrator as the signal source.

The 75S3B receiver I checked had almost exactly 6 dB per S-point at S9, as measured using a Kay Lab 6-dB pad. With the 5-kHz bandwidth, in conjunction with a Central Electronics MM-2 monitor scope, absolute correlation was obtained with a slightly flat-topped ssb test signal using an MM-2 scope for direct transmit monitoring.

As expected, no limiting was observed in the 2.1-kHz bandwidth at the same time. From this it is concluded that, while a wideband system is desirable (i.e., more than 5 kHz) it is not mandatory since the observed limiting is relative. This is further substantiated by the fact that, with the relatively narrowband 2.1-kHz filters employed in the transmitters, many of the distortion products will fortunately fall outside the filter passband. Therefore, only the more severe cases of limiting will be observable.

Summarizing, findings with the 75S3B proved that the 5-KHz a-m bandwidth is sufficiently wide to observe moderate limiting. If you wish to see everything, it will be necessary to extend the bandwidth beyond 5 kHz. This is easily accomplished by slightly adjusting the top and bottom slugs on T4, T5 in the 75S3. Sample the signal through a small capacitor at the plate of the if amplifier V6 (pin 5) and repeak L9. Turn the mode switch to the a-m position. For those wishing to retain the bfo function on ssb, it will be necessary to sample the signal at T4 lug 3. The bandwidth is much greater here, but the signal level is lower.

Other receivers may be used accordingly, bearing in mind that it's necessary to avoid the relatively narrow selectivities, reflected or otherwise, through the filter and its associated if system. In any receiver monitor setup, a simple test for adequate bandwidth is that there will be some noise on the pattern, as in fig. 7, and some adjacent signals will be seen that are not audible in the receiver.

**test results**

Upon completion of the modifications described, you are ready to do some serious looking. The scope display will
In fig. 4 the same signal is shown a few minutes later through the 2.1-kHz filter. This signal appears to be fairly acceptable, because the filter eliminates the harmonics (but not the excessive fundamental bandwidth associated with this condition).

To verify the results of fig. 3 a Tektronix Model 515 scope, which has a 15-MHz bandwidth, was placed directly across the coax transmission line as a broadband receiver. The same local signal was being received. The Model 515 produced a pattern identical to that in fig. 3, which verified that the receiver and the 20-kHz monitor i-f system were doing their job.

In order to verify the linearity of my receiving system, a 14-MHz signal greater than $10^5 \mu V$ was injected by a Measurements Corp. Model 80 signal generator into the 75A4 receiver antenna terminals. (The 75A4 had been previously modified with 7360 tubes in the mixers.)

Gain was adjusted to provide substantially more than the amplitude on the scope for the setup described, with no limiting. Figs. 4 and 5 are the same signal received on a narrow- and wide-band system, respectively, which demonstrates how a significant loss of information can result.

now appear as in a panadaptor. At this point it should be noted that all the photos in this article were candid shots taken with a Polaroid camera mounted on a Tektronix Model 515 oscilloscope.

Tune across the band for a loud signal, turn off the avc and look for a familiar pattern as in fig. 2. This was WA80WU, who was using an S-Line driving a pair of grounded-grid 4-400s. I just happened to tune across his signal, which is typical of Collins equipment. I used it to set up my scope camera (exposure, etc.). To get this pattern, I used the equivalent of a 30-Hz horizontal sweep rate.

After you become familiar with the system, quickly switch between the 2.1- and the 5-kHz or greater passband, and watch the blinders come off of your eyes! On a linear signal, the peaks will be clean and sharp in either case. Find one that is flat topping on the broadband system and note how it appears to look cleaned up in the narrowband system.

A strong local signal was evaluated; see fig. 3. Note that successive peaks begin to decrease in amplitude from the left and moderate-to-heavy limiting exists at the center. Also it should be noted that (a) the scope baseline is near the bottom of the screen and (b) the horizontal display is magnified, providing the fewest possible patterns to permit greatest detail.
Fig. 6 is an example of a compressed ssb display due to improper horizontal sweep, which also causes misleading information. The objective of the viewer should be to examine only a few highest peaks on the largest and fewest patterns. In other words, you should concentrate only on about one square inch of the scope-tube face.

Fig. 7 is a display of ZS5KI's signal received via long path on 14 MHz, a bit of DX photography I couldn't resist. It demonstrates what a capable system will do under 14-MHz skip conditions. Some noise is in evidence, which accounts for the slightly jagged trace. He used Collins S-Line equipment.

From the above, it may be seen that properly used test equipment is desirable at the receiver and transmitter, especially the latter. No serious ssb station operator should be without a scope to monitor transmitter output. Most any type will do. With direct coupling and a slow sweep, no bandwidth problems exist, and the receivers will take care of themselves.

Most receiver monitor scopes are, in general, improperly used to evaluate ssb signals for linearity when used with narrowband i-f strips. Also most monitor scopes and their receivers probably could be modified to do a proper job if they possess sufficient gain and bandwidth.

In general, linearity is "built into" a transmitter and is governed by the operator. Proper adjustment and choice of operating parameters, such as rf inverse feedback, alc, and rf processing are among the many well-known techniques for control.

In conclusion, all equipment can be made more linear by reducing power, proper loading and tuning, and by operator-control techniques; i.e., monitoring. These actions must be combined, however. Most importantly, a sincere desire on the part of the operator to exhibit an exemplary signal, rather than the loudest and sometimes broadest signal, is necessary.

I wish to express my appreciation to K6JOY and W6KJD for their assistance in making the 75S3B measurements.

Fig. 7. Display of a DX signal received via long path on 14 MHz.

references
digital integrated circuits

Digital ICs are appearing in a host of amateur, commercial and homebrew equipment. Calibrators and counters, indicating instruments, frequency synthesizers, phase-lock loops, ham television circuits, scanners, keyers, RTTY devices, remote control and switching systems, multipliers and dividers, etc. are some applications. Digital devices are entrancing, and delving into them can sharpen your wits and ingenuity. So often we are told with abandon that we need not know any digital concepts nor need any knowledge of what goes on within a complex electronic device. (In fact, modern man is engulfed in a plague of superficial thinking because we are being told continuously we need not understand anything deeply.)

Maybe we can escape for a bit the degenerate philosophy which states, "The only thing important is that which is relevant." Start here by learning a bit about digital concepts even though you don't need to know this to wire a digital device into a circuit and put it in operation. You may even become a bit more conversant with your son's mathematics!

During the next several months I'll gather in some digital fundamentals and show how some simple digital devices carry out these operations. Then you can mount a few of these digital devices on an experiment board and watch their operation with a vom and/or oscilloscope. Lastly, I'll put together some interesting little projects.

counting a new way

Just as there are many languages there is more than one numbering system. Most of us have been hooked thoroughly onto the decimal system. A group of numerals are designated that permit us to count from zero to nine. Then we start over again by placing a one ahead of a zero to give us ten. This will take us up to nineteen; then we start over again by placing a two in front of a zero, etc.

In the binary numbering system, which is adaptable to digital operations, there are only two numerals, 0 and 1. Our brain crevices have become so entrenched that we are astonished to learn we can count with only zero's and one's.

Initially we learn this counting system by associating its concept with the decimal system. We do this in learning languages too. Although we may learn Spanish quite well, our mind does some
fast swithcovers between Spanish and our native English tongue. When we really learn Spanish we then begin to think in Spanish. So it is with a new mathematical language. The real digital expert thinks in binary mathematics and in other bases as well. Most of us follow binary with association to the well-worn decimal path.

Nothing in binary and decimal language is zero. Likewise, one apple (now you know when I went to school), is written as 1 in both systems. However, in the binary system two apples suddenly becomes ten. At this point we must make a new crevice in our brain and throw out the (1) one, the (0) two, plus (1) one to represent ten.

Let’s try a three. Are three apples written as eleven? Binary form states that there is (1) two, plus (1) one to represent a three.

Write a four. You must start out with a new digit. (No wonder we speak of digital concepts and digital circuits and digital computers.) 100 represents four apples is not a true statement. You must think the the (1) represent one four, plus (0) two’s, plus (0) one’s.

Although a dozen apples is still twelve apples, how would you write it in binary language? The answer is 1100 or (1) eight, plus (1) four, plus (0) two’s, plus (0) one’s. Table 1 shows the decimal and binary equivalents up to 15. Four binary digits (called bits) are needed to count from zero through fifteen.

The third column is the customary way of writing on the basis of a four-bit presentation. Decimal 1 is equivalent to 0001 in four-bit binary or, (0) eight’s, plus (0) four’s, plus (0) two’s, plus (1) one.

The actual count is shown in the fourth column.

It does not all end here. Higher decimal numbers can be represented using more bits. For example, decimal 30 becomes 11110 or (1) sixteen, plus (1) eight, plus (1) four, plus (1) two, plus (0) one’s. Also, more complex four-bit codes can be employed which provide a means of representing higher decimal numbers with special four-bit groups.

binary codes

Digital systems, instruments and devices respond readily to binary information. For example, a simple switch is binary in its activity. The switch of fig. 1, when closed, produces 6 volts across the output. This voltage can be arbitrarily assigned a value of binary (1). When the switch is open there is zero output voltage which can be assigned a binary value of (0). If the load is a small bulb, light on becomes binary 1 and light off binary 0.

Assume four bulbs are used to obtain a binary representation of a decimal number as in fig. 2. How would you use the switches to indicate decimal number 6 in binary form? The binary value for decimal 6 is 0110. This would be indicated by closing switches 2 and 3. Therefore bulb 1 would be off, bulb 2 on, bulb 3 on and bulb 4 off.

In practical digital equipment the
switches are not manual; they are diodes, transistors or complex groups of switches and other circuits mounted in a digital integrated circuit. In fact, in a practical piece of equipment you would not have to make the conversion between the binary number and its decimal equivalent. This would be done automatically with digital ICs that convert binary information to signals that operate decimal readout devices.

All of these devices respond at high rates of speed that, in a suitable circuit, could read out a very accurate measurement of an incoming radio frequency. In fact, all sorts of quantities and events, regardless of their rate of occurrence can be evaluated with digital instruments.

High-speed on-off solid-state devices make it all possible.

**bcd code**

Various codes based on the binary (1) and (0) concept have been evolved to meet the requirements of digital equipment operation and objectives. A pure and simple code which is used extensively is known as the binary-coded-decimal (BCD). Four binary bits are employed. It is said to have a weight of 8, 4, 2, 1 in the order of digits from left to right as shown in table 1 and fig. 2. Each digit position has a definite value (weight). In the pure binary case it is 8, 4, 2 and 1 for a four-bit character. Conversion to decimal values involves simply adding the weights of the digits. For special needs there are various other types of weighted and unweighted codes. Some codes include more than four bits per character.

In the basic BCD code a four-bit number is used to express all decimal signals 0 through 9. Although a four-bit number can designate higher numbers (up to 15, as you learned) the BCD code restricts each four-bit character to decimal numbers from 0 through 9.

When a higher number is to be represented in binary form using the BCD code, additional four-bit characters are conveyed. For example, the number 25 in the BCD code becomes 0010, 0101.

Note the first four-bit character is the binary representation of decimal 2, while the second is the binary representation of decimal 5.

Use the BCD code to write decimal 854.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCD</th>
<th>Decimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0010</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0101</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0101</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**logic and switching**

The closed position of each switch in the circuit of fig. 2 is customarily called the on position; open is the off position. However, in the language of two-stage or two-logic Boolean algebra (the base upon which computer systems evolved), the closed position could be designated true and the open position false. True corresponds to binary logic 1; false, to binary logic 0 in switching systems.

In the operation of switching devices there is also an important connection between logic 1 and logic 0 and signal polarity. If the voltage that represents logic 1 (true) is more negative than that which represents logic 0 (false), the
system is said to use negative logic. Conversely, if the signal voltage that represents logic 1 is more positive than that which represents 0, the system uses positive logic. These signal voltages are relative to each other and not necessarily with respect to circuit common (ground).

Often when a negative voltage represents logic 1, it is called a down-level or down-state signal; a positive logic 1, and up-level or up-state signal. Sometimes the terms low and high are used.

**OR function**

A very basic OR function circuit and its schematic symbol are shown in fig. 3. The two diodes function as switches. When the left side of either switch (diode) is at zero volts, the switch closes (positive voltage on anode and negative voltage on cathode). The output voltage is then zero and the input and output voltages correspond to logic 1. In fact, the output voltage is zero or logic 1 when the voltage at either or both inputs is zero. If the voltage at A and B is +5 volts, both switches are open and the output voltage X equals +5 volts or logic 0.

The characteristics of the OR circuit can be set up in the form of a so-called truth table, as shown in table 2. A truth table is written in terms of logic 1 and logic 0. The first column states that when A and B are at logic 0 potential the output is also logic 0. When logic 1 potential is applied to B, and logic 0 to A, the output equals logic 1. Similarly, with logic 1 at A and logic 0 at B, the output is again logic 1. Logic 1 voltage at A and B also results in logic 1 output. Negative logic is used because the logic 1 potential is more negative than the logic 0 potential.

In a logic diagram the actual schematic diagram is not shown. Instead, the corresponding curved line symbol is used to represent a two-input OR-function circuit. This applies regardless of the type of switch — diode, transistor, vacuum tube or integrated circuit.

The OR circuit can also be expressed as a Boolean equation as follows:

\[ A + B = X \]

The plus sign in Boolean algebra is not a plus but an OR. The equation says, "When either A or B (or both) is true, then X is true."

The corresponding truth table is shown in table 2B, indicating the same truths as chart 1. A line over the letter indicates false or logic 0. No line indicates true or logic 1. Note that X is true whenever A, B or both are true. The output is false whenever A and B are false.

A similar but positive logic circuit requires a reversal of the diodes and

---

**Table 2. OR-function truth tables.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart 1</th>
<th>Chart 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
circuit arrangement, fig. 4. Zero volts is again logic 1. However, logic 0 is -5 volts because positive logic requires that logic 1 be more positive than logic 0. The diode switches close when zero volts is present at A or B. The output is again zero volts or logic 1. A potential of -5 volts at A and B opens both switches and the output is -5 volts or logic 0. The truth table is the same. The symbol is the same except for the bubbles which indicate that logic 1 is more positive than logic 0.

the inverter
Many solid-state circuits, such as a common-emitter stage, result in signal inversion, fig. 5. The inverter symbol is a simple triangle with an appropriate bubble to indicate signal inversion. In this case a logic 1 signal at the input becomes a logic signal 0 at the output; a logic 0 signal at the input, a logic 1 at the output.

AND circuit
In the simple AND-function circuit of fig. 6 negative logic is used with zero logic represented by +5 volts and logic 1 by 0 volts. When logic 1 (0 volts) is present at A and B, neither diode conducts and the output is also logic 1 (0 volts). Both diodes must be nonconducting to obtain a logic 1 output. If logic 0 voltage is applied to A and B both diodes conduct and the output voltage is positive, logic 0. If logic 1 voltage is applied to either A or B the particular diode stops conducting but the opposite one continues to conduct. Therefore the output voltage is again positive or logic 0.

The truth table for the AND-function is shown in table 3. Note that when either or both inputs are of the voltage corre-

table 3. AND-function truth table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sponding to logic 0, the output is logic 0. Only when logic 1 voltage is present at both outputs do you obtain logic 1 output.

The Boolean equation for the AND function is:

$$A \cdot B = X$$

However, the point between A and B is not the ordinary symbol for multiplication but AND. Equation states that, “when A and B are true, then X is true.”

NOR and NAND functions

Basically, a NOR-function is an OR-function with inversion. A typical circuit using the common emitter configuration is shown in fig. 7 along with its symbol; the truth table for the AND circuit is table 4. The common-emitter configuration is a basic inverter because the output is an inverted input signal.

Negative logic is assumed. If zero volts (logic 1 or true) is applied to one or both inputs, one or both of the transistors conduct. At the output a +5 volts (logic 0 or false) signal appears. Note from the truth table for these three outputs there is logic 0.

Refer to the truth table of the OR function (table 2). Observe that for the
same three conditions the output is logic 1 or true. In other words, the output of each is NOT OR which is abbreviated NOR.

When +5 volts (logic 0 or false) is applied to both inputs, both transistors are cut off and the output voltage is zero (logic 1 or true). This too is the inverse of the OR function. Recall that the OR circuit develops a logic 0 output when its two switches are open.

![fig. 8. NAND-function circuit.](image)

A NAND circuit is shown in fig. 8. In this negative logic arrangement zero volts (logic 1 or true) at both inputs shuts off both transistors and a +5 volts (logic 0 or false) develops at the output. Again there has been an inversion from logic 1 to logic 0. Compare this operation with the AND function circuit of fig. 6. Here again the output is NOT AND which is abbreviated as NAND.

When +5 volts (logic 0 or false) is applied to one or both inputs, the transistors conduct, and the output voltage is zero (logic 1 or true). Reference to the AND truth chart (table 3) shows, that with the same input conditions, a logic 0 output is obtained.

Next month I will discuss the special usefulness of the NOR and NAND arrangements and go on to various arrangements of these logic circuits in several basic digital integrated circuits. A bibliography will be given at end of the series.

### vhf propagation

The excellent vhf propagation work of R. A. Ham, FRAS, was mentioned in the December column. An article, "The Solar Link," by the same writer in the August issue of "Radio Communication" should be read by every vhf enthusiast and especially by every licensed technician. If you wish to predict openings sooner and add more credibility to your propagation studies, you can find data here.

Mr. Ham uses a solar radio telescope, fig. 9, for sporadic-E work. Sounds complex, but it isn't. Solar signals are picked up on 136 MHz using a 4-by-4-element Yagi. A converter moves the incoming signal frequency down to 26 MHz and then into a communications receiver. Detector output is applied to a dc amplifier and pen recorder. Usually solar noise is recorded over the noon hours (1130 to 1330 gmt). Long individual bursts or a continuous noise storm could foretell happy events on 10 and 6, and occasionally 2.

Abnormal tropo reveals its arrival time on Mr. Ham's barometer. Could concerted weather data correlation in U. S. A. give us some more well-defined propagation patterns on 50, 144 and up?

### phase-lock thought

Here is an appreciated letter from Thomas H. Morrison, WA3GBU: "In Experiments with Phase-locked Loops' (Circuits and Techniques), ham radio, October, 1971, W3FOJ notes that the Signetics 5618 IC is not a device applicable to ssb or CW. He is right, of course, regarding this particular chip, but perhaps another chip in this same series deserves a little recognition, especially since it could be useful to those of us who know fm as "chirp." My speculations regarding this IC are not based on personal experimentation, but I feel they are well founded.
The Signetics SE567 chip is a PLL and lock detector in one package. The lock detector is necessary because the PLL itself cannot indicate lock in any way. The typical application of the 567 is as a tone decoder. The brief article, “Need A Tone Decoder?” (Electronic Design, October 14, 1971) describes the use of the SE567 in a Touch-Tone decoder, as well as the general principles of tone detection with a PLL.

Only three capacitors and three resistors are needed externally to adjust the center frequency, bandwidth and dc threshold level for the output stage. Center frequency can vary over a wide range, easily covering the normal audio output frequencies of ham receivers. Bandwidth is typically 5 to 10% of the center frequency. Most important is the ability of the PLL to operate in the presence of noise that would make normal LC or active RC networks unusable.

The output of the IC is a logic level indicating lock (tone detected) or no-lock (no tone) which can be used to gate the output of a local audio oscillator (W2EEY, ham radio, June, 1970). The user hears the clean, noise-free output of this oscillator (hopefully!).

The SE567 costs the same as the SE561. As soon as I can afford the luxury of experimenting with such toys, I will follow up on my speculations. I would be interested in learning of other hams who are using this device.

Thank you, Tom.

Ham radio
IMPOSSIBLE? BARGAINS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONICS AND OPTICS

SANKEN HYBRID AUDIO AMPLIFIERS AND SUPPLY KIT

We have made a fortunate purchase of Sanken Audio Amplifier Hybrid Modules. With these you can build your own audio amplifiers at less than the price of discrete components. Just add a power supply, and a chassis to act as a heat sink. Brand new units, in original boxes, guaranteed by B and F. Sanken and the Sanken U.S. distributor. Available in three sizes: 10 watts RMS (20 watts music power), 25 watts RMS (50 watts M.P.) and 50 watts RMS (100 watts M.P.) per channel. 20 page manufacturers' instruction book included. Sanken amplifiers have proved so simple and reliable, that they are being used for industrial applications, such as servo amplifiers and wide band laboratory amplifiers.

- 10 Watt RMS Amplifier ........................................... $ 4.75
- 25 Watt RMS Amplifier ........................................... $14.75
- 50 Watt RMS Amplifier .......................................... $22.50

- Complete kit for 100 watt RMS stereo amplifier (200 watt music) including two 50 watt Sanken hybrids, all parts, instructions, and nice 1/16" thick black anodized and punched chassis .................................................. $88.00
- Same for 50 watt RMS stereo amplifiers includes two 25 watt Sankens, etc. .................................................. $58.00
- Same for 25 watt RMS stereo, includes two 10 watt Sankens, etc. .................................................. $30.00

SUBMINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES

These are nice, American made switches, of a size compatible with subminiature equipment and digital control panels. Available in two electrical configurations, conventional on-off SPDT, or on-off-on momentary SPDT. Specify which type. All brand new, at 1/3 catalog price.

- Subminiature Switches (specify on-off or momentary) .................................................. $1.00 each
- 10 for $8.50
- 100 for $75.00

JENSEN HIGH COMPLIANCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS

A local manufacturer went out of the speaker enclosure business, and we were lucky enough to buy his inventory of Jensen high-compliance (acoustic suspension) speaker systems. These systems consist of a 12" extended range woofer, a hemispherical dome tweeter, plus crossover. The dome tweeter response extends into the supersonic.

The dome shape provides an ideal polar pattern response. The system is ideal for use with our Sanken Amplifier Systems, or any system capable of putting out at least 20 watts RMS per channel.

- Single System (One Woofer, Tweeter and Crossover) .................................................. $29.00
- Shipping weight 10 lbs.
- Shipping weight 10 lbs.
- Single System (Two of Above) .................................................................................. $55.00
- Hi Compliance Woofer Only (8 lbs.) ........................................................................... $22.00
- Dome Tweeter only (3 lbs.) .......................................................................................... $5.75

7 SEGMENT READOUTS

5 Volt 23 ma/seg. 100K life

5 Volt 3 ma/seg. 50K life

RADIATION METER ("Geiger Counter")

You can buy a complete radiation meter, complete with original instruction books, at less than the price of the meter movement alone. Range is 0.02 to 50 Roentgens/hour. This is not sensitive enough for prospecting, but useful for other radiation measuring and monitoring purposes. If not used for its original function, then the case, meter and battery holder alone are worth our asking price as a basis for building a metal locator, etc. Uses standard D cell and 2.25 volt Battery.

- Radiation Meter .................................................. $9.50 + $1.00 postage & handling

ALL ITEMS (WHERE WEIGHT IS NOT SPECIFIED) POSTAGE PAID IN THE U. S. A.

CHARGES WELCOME!

Phone in charges to 617 531-5774 or 617 532-2323. BankAmericard Mastercharge. $10.00 minimum. No C.O.D.'s please.

B. & F. ENTERPRISES

Phone (617) 532-2323

P. O. Box 44, Hathorne, Massachusetts 01937

00 PAGE CATALOG - Free with any order or send $0.25

To our customers: B and F is moving to a new location: 119 Foster Street, Peabody, Mass. 01960 (same address, but different building). Our apologies to any customers who experienced delays in shipments during the move. Our new expanded shipping and storage areas will allow us to service your order faster than ever before. Retail customers are now welcome at all working hours (Monday through Friday, 9 – 5; Saturday, 9 – 3). Special few of a kind items are being cleared out, so come and visit our new location with twenty five thousand square feet of surplus bargains.
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More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
SANYO CALCULATOR

The response to our offerings of the Sharp Calculator in previous months has been nothing short of fantastic, and the Sharp is still available at the same price. We are now offering the Sanyo Calculator, with slightly different features, to those of you who are still looking. The Sanyo is smaller, and uses smaller I.E.D. readouts, as opposed to the Sharp's florescent. This will be an asset to some, a liability to others. The Sanyo uses automatic decimal point setting, as opposed to the Sharps floating decimal point. The former is a useful feature in dollars and cents calculation, where the Sharps floating point gets a slight edge for scientific calculations. The Sanyo is battery operated, using self contained nicads, and comes complete with charger/supply for line operation. Fully Guaranteed by Sanyo USA (and B & F). You can charge it to BankAmericard or Mastercharge.

$215.00

SUBMINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES

These are nice, American made switches, of a size compatible with subminiature equipment and digital control panels. Available in two electrical configurations, conventional on-off SPD, or on-off-on momentary SPD. Specify which type. All brand new, at 1/3 catalog price.

$1.00 each
10 for $8.50
100 for $75.00

Molex soldering connections for I.C.'s. With these you can build low cost I.C. sockets by just cutting off the number of connections required, i.e., two strips of seven for 14 pin socket.

500 Molex soldering...

$4.75

709 OR 741 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS, OR

711 COMPARATOR...

$0.75 ea.

3 FOR $2.00

723 VOLTAGE REGULATOR OR 5555-DUAL 741...

$1.00 ea.

2N3568 NPN GENERAL PURPOSE AMPLIFIER
2N4572 PNP GENERAL PURPOSE AMPLIFIER
2N3565 NPN LOW LEVEL AMPLIFIER
2N4965 PNP LOW LEVEL AMPLIFIER
2N3642 NPN GENERAL PURPOSE HIGH SPEED
2N3645 PNP GENERAL PURPOSE HIGH SPEED
2N3563 NPN RF AMPLIFIER
2N4121 PNP RF AMPLIFIER
2N5136 NPN GENERAL PURPOSE MEDIUM SPEED AMPLIFIER
2N5126 NPN HF/UHF AMPLIFIER
2N3646 PNPN SWITCH
2N4257 PNP SWITCH
2N3688 NPN RF-AGC AMPLIFIER

SPECIAL***ANY OF THE ABOVE TRANSISTORS--MIX OR MATCH--

5 FOR $1.00
25 FOR $4.00
100 FOR $15.00

PHASE LOCKED LOOPS

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

Phase locked loops and VCO's represent a new area of I.C. technology, simple to use but so new as to be not yet fully explored. The NE 566 Tone Generator seems to be the most interesting device from an amateurs viewpoint. By simple resistive or voltage programming the device can produce an accurate sine and triangular wave simultaneously. This can be used for tone generation in electronic organs, music synthesizers, touch tone generation and remote control.

The NE567 is second in usefulness, it is used for recognizing tones. A resistor and capacitor program the band width and center frequency. Used in touch tone decoding, remote control and as The NE 561 and NE 566 are used in more specialized applications, such as teletype and frequency synthesizers. All devices include full data sheets and the 566/567 data on touch tone coding/decoding.

$5.00

SOCKETS FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

$2.00

CHARGES WELCOME!

Phone in charges to 617 531-7774 or 617 532-2323. BankAmericard - Mastercharge. $10.00 minimum. No C.O.D.'s please.

B. & F. ENTERPRISES

Phone (617) 532-2323

P.O. Box 44, Hathorne, Massachusetts 01937

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT WITH NIXIE DISPLAY

We have on hand 25,000 surplus nixies in stock, and because of this bargain purchase we can sell a complete digital clock kit for less than the usual cost of the display tubes only. We provide a complete etched and thru-plated circuit board, all integrated circuits, complete power supply, display tubes, I.C. sockets and a nicely finished front panel with polarized visor. We have never seen anyone offer this kit for less than $100.00 before. Includes BCD outputs for use as with timer option. May be wired for 12 or 24 hour display. Indicates hours, minutes, seconds.

$57.50

Aluminum black or black anodized cover (specify)...

$4.50

BOOKS

Discounts on technical books are rare, since the publisher discounts are low, but B and F is happy to give you a 10% discount and paid delivery in the U.S. on what we feel are some of the best books in the electrical engineering field. They are:

1) Alley and Atwood, Semiconductor...etc., Wiley, 1971. Without relying on calculus, this book describes basic semiconductor devices and explains their use in electronic circuits. The operations and uses of linear and digital integrated circuits are given considerable coverage. List Price $11.95, B & F Price $10.75.
2) Paul Siegel, Understanding Digital Computers, 2nd Edition, Wiley, 1971. A general introductory text for logic and computer design. We supply it as part of our logic experimenters kit. List Price $12.95, B & F Price $11.75...
3) Bohn, Operational Amplifiers, Wiley, 1971. List $9.95...
4) Barna, Operational Amplifiers, Wiley, 1971. List $9.95...

STANCO LOW VOLTAGE HIGH CURRENT TRANSFORMER

Stancor P6378 Transformer provides 24 volts at 4 amps, or 12 or 6 volts at 4 amps continuous duty. Useful for a variety of supply uses, chargers, etc.

List for $14.00. Include postage for 5 lbs.

$7.50
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Last month I described a number of functions that can be performed by a single digital station accessory sharing a common read-out display. This section will discuss the time-base, digital clock, harmonic calibrator and identification timer. All of these functions are related to a chain of dividers from a highly stable, temperature-controlled, crystal oscillator. In a few cases, no doubt, the power-line frequency will be used until a suitable crystal oscillator is obtained.

**power-line frequency**

If only for test purposes, in the absence of suitable audio-frequency oscillators, the 60-Hz power line can serve as the time standard. Many circuits have been published for doing this but they appear to be excessively complicated.

When using a 12.6-volt centertapped power transformer and two rectifiers, about seven volts appear from one side of the transformer to ground. Using two resistors in a voltage divider, about two volts rms can be applied directly to the input of a Fairchild 9093 dual JK flip-flop, a SN7490N decade or a Sylvania SM-90 divider (no counting outputs). Some application notes recommend using a diode to remove the negative voltage excursion.

If a bridge rectifier across a 6.3-volt transformer is used, there will be about three volts of ac from one end of the transformer to ground. This will be superimposed upon dc which may prevent toggling the flip-flop. A capacitor in series between the power-supply transformer and the input to the IC will remove the dc. At 60 Hz, the series capacitor can be several microfarads, with its plus lead connected to the trans-
A resistance of $1k$ or more may be placed across the IC so that the input pin will not build up positive voltage sufficient to prevent it from falling to a "logic-low" or "logic-zero" below about 0.8 volts. Frequently, this current-sinking resistor will not be needed. This situation is parallel with "gridleak and condenser" operation of a vacuum-tube detector.

After one toggling flip-flop, almost any FF can follow it. However, the SN7573N does not toggle directly from the 60-Hz sine-wave power source. There are several ways to obtain a divide-by-six, or divide-by-three, using feedback or coincidence gating, so the total division including a decade will be to one cycle per second. Fig. 1 shows these methods.

The SN7490N can divide by any number from two to ten (except seven) without any external gate. This is done by making use of the two $R_O$ reset inputs. One can be connected to each 7490 output pin that comprises the binary code for the desired division. The output must be taken at the highest output that toggles. That is, to divide by six, the binary code is 0110. The B and C outputs on pins 8 and 9 should be connected to the two $R_O$ reset pins, 2 and 3. The C output is taken from pin 8. An external gate will be needed to divide by seven (binary code 0111). This requires the equivalent of three gate inputs to detect the coincidence of a logic-high on the A, B and C outputs.

If the above divide-by-sixty time-base is used from the power frequency, any output can provide a test signal for FFs and for sections of a time-base divider. Should it be used to gate a counter, however, it is usually followed by another divide-by-two flip-flop in order to provide a full one-second on time for the count. There are exceptions to this when the count and off periods are not equal.

**crystal oscillator**

Crystal oscillators may be ac-coupled (through a stopping capacitor) to the first IC divider. In that case, note that a resistor of 1k to 50k may be required to permit the divider to toggle by providing a drain ("grid leak") from input to ground.

Last month I mentioned Monitor Products Company* ovens and crystal oscillators. Inquiries to Bliley and International did not develop any comparable unit produced for stock. I have a 12-volt version of the SO3233 from Monitor. In normal production this is made for a 30-volt dc supply on the oscillator.

---

*Monitor Products Company, 815 Fremont, South Pasadena, California 91030.
would be more convenient to use a 5-volt supply, but then the internal zener would not be able to regulate at five volts so sharing the same voltage regulator with flip-flops may cause slight frequency changes.

Usually these oscillators are dc-coupled and TTL-compatible, which means that they burn out immediately if the output from the oscillator is shorted. Some have been made, upon request, with a stopping capacitor (ac-coupled) output; there may be other ways to prevent accidental burn-out, such as using a series resistor or a “one-input gate” with a resistor from the Vcc and a diode, as shown in fig. 4C. A good ovenized crystal oscillator should be given full protection.

toggling flip-flops

A number of letters have been received from amateurs who ask for help to make their flip-flops toggle—that is, to flip and flop alternately on a pulsating input. Some comment and suggestions along this line appear to be in order.

It is advisable to test all ICs before installing them; a test socket should be built. Use a high-grade type like the Vector R716-1 16-pin socket. Mount it in P-type plugboard (such as the piece to be sawed off the read-out board). Long wires, machine screws or special Vector pins can be mounted and connected to the socket terminals. Colored short, flexible clip leads can be attached to these. Surplus sockets may lead to erroneous tests results due to contact failure.

In general, finite resistances will be found primarily in the Vcc to ground pins of digital ICs. When a Vcc close to five volts is applied, the unconnected pins mostly will assume a logic-high of about three volts. This is why the J, K and reset pins of a JK flip-flop need not be connected. However, the SN7490N decade counter has reset-9 and reset-0 pins. There are two of each, connected through internal inverting gates. As a result, 7490s should have one R9 pin grounded to permit toggling. If no external gate output is connected to the R0 pins, one of these, too, must be grounded.

When an external gate output is connected to a 7490 reset, the unused reset pin can be connected to Vcc. Then, when the gate is at a logic-low, the IC may toggle; if it is at a logic-high, it will reset. However, if the gate’s input is in parallel with another reset, such as from an SN7473N dual JK flip-flop, the voltage from the other IC’s reset pin may put the gate at an in-between voltage so that the 7490 will not toggle. This may occur rarely. A resistor of up to 56k, depending on the time constant and frequency, can be connected from the gate input to ground to drain off any voltage from the 7473’s reset pin. Operation will become normal.

Interrupted direct current on the input is a poor way to test a flip-flop because of contact bounce. One way to avoid this is to switch the input voltage through a cross-connected pair of gates or inverting amplifiers that hold to one side or the other during contact bounce. Another way is to drive the IC under test from a square wave or, for those FFs that toggle on a sine wave, from an audio or power-line source. Of course, it may also work on rf from a grid-dip oscillator which has sufficient output. (ICs may operate on sine waves at some frequencies and not at others.)

The unused negative excursions of the ac drive should be held down to a small value. If the IC is driven hard, these negative peaks can cause damage. This is prevented by connecting a diode’s anode to ground, and cathode to the IC input.

The next step is to ensure a swing in voltage below 0.8 volts (logic-low) in DTL and TTL units, and up above two volts (logic-high). Often, FFs will toggle on much less, but this cannot be guaranteed for all types. A dc component, therefore, can prevent toggling.

If the FF is driven from a very short pulse, a few nanoseconds in length, this pulse can be below specification length and not give the FF time to toggle.
general this is associated with the maximum toggling frequency of the unit. There are similar limits on the length of preset, clear, transfer and load pulses in some ICs.

U60, may be used after the crystal oscillator; this is to minimize any effect of load upon frequency and to help ensure against shorting the crystal oscillator's output. Once is enough! The gates

Another factor is the sink of the input circuit, already mentioned. The plus voltage assumed by some IC inputs must be drained off through the input circuit or the resulting dc build-up will prevent toggling. Overload of the output may have a similar result and may damage the unit if it represents more than a normal fan-out given in the specifications. When FFs or gates are ac-coupled to their drive, such as through a stopping capacitor, it is sometimes necessary to use a resistor from input to ground. As already stated, this is a parallel to the old grid-leak-and-condenser tube detector circuit. If the capacitor has a leakage of about 50k ohms there may be no difficulty.

time-base flow chart

Fig. 2 is a flow diagram of the input-time-base board from the crystal input to the one-minute pulse. An isolating gate, feed a string of dividers, mostly SN7490N decades, and also a 1-MHz output phono jack. Three other frequencies are brought out to plugs 12, 13 and 14 for test purposes and to feed a resolution switch for counting, to be described later.

The B output on pin 12 of the sixth decade divider, U6, is fed out to the clock fast-advance pushbuttons PB2 and PB3 to facilitate setting the clock.

An aid to clock setting is a seconds-reset pushbutton, PB1. Although seconds are not displayed at present, they may be, inasmuch as the read-out displays and their decoder-drivers are provided. Even showing only minutes and hours, the seconds-reset is needed so that minutes start in phase with WWV, and do not move up during a specific minute.

The divide-by-six arrangement is the upper one shown in fig. 1A. This was selected to provide the extra FF, U8B, in
the calibrator. Otherwise, an SN7490N would be more simple. With the SN7473s, (U8 and U9), the seconds-reset push-button shorts to ground to reset them, and also feeds an inverting NAND gate to reset the preceeding 7490 decade, U7.

A problem arose here. At a time when the extra \( V_{cc} \) filter capacitors were not yet mounted, the minutes output was present but would not reset properly. It was found that the 7490, U7, was always in the reset condition, and spurious peaks in the \( V_{cc} \) line caused the next FF to toggle without an input. The cause of the reset condition was an indefinite voltage from the reset pins of the 7473 FFs, U8 and U9. When the latter pins were provided with a sink to ground of up to 56k ohms, the inverting gate, U60C, operated normally and allowed U7 to toggle and reset from the seconds-reset pushbutton.

Inasmuch as divide-by-three outputs can be taken from either the Q or not-Q output of U9A and U9B, the seconds-reset may not recur at the same part of the minute at which the button was pushed. The output must be taken from the unused Q output shown in fig. 1A in order to have the minutes display change later at the correct second.

calibrator

A 5-kHz output is taken from pin 12 (A-out) of the third decade, U3, for crystal adjustment, for receiver calibrator purposes, and also to feed an otherwise unused FF, U8B, to provide 2.5-kHz calibrator points. When using an audio oscillator and a counter these points are desirable in a ssb receiver to avoid complicating the calculation of frequency by going to lower sideband to hear both the signal and the calibrator. These outputs feed a phono jack on the rear apron of the chassis through the timer panel switch, TS1.

count board

The original idea was to keep similar functions on the same board. This ran into a plug shortage that would increase expense. The solution was to have the time-base to the minute output, the input amplifier, the gating circuitry and the first two count decades on the input-time-base board. Then, the remaining clock circuitry, ID timer, AND-gate switching and four count decades with their latches were placed on the count board, as shown in fig. 3. The final two (megahertz) counters and latches were moved to the read-out board. The advantages of this arrangement will become clear later.

The minute pulses from U9 on the IT board go to its plug 10, and then through a stopping capacitor to the spdt minute-adjust pushbutton, PB2, and on to plug N of the C board. Capacitors from \( .001 \) up to \( 15 \mu F \) have been tried, with the large values giving slightly better freedom from irregular contact-bounce pulses when releasing the fast-advance pushbuttons PB2 and PB3. Plug N feeds another stopping capacitor and the first minutes decade, U10.

This in turn feeds U11, a 7460 connected to divide by six, as shown in fig. 1B. Note that the hour-pulse output is taken from C, on pin 8, inasmuch as no pulses reach the D output on pin 11. The output goes to plug T and out to the hours-adjust pushbutton, PB3, then back to the C board through plug U. Another stopping capacitor feeds the unit-hours decade, U12, then a dual SN7473N FF, U13, which will count to four. This is sufficient for 24-hour time.

Inasmuch as the hour dividers must reset at 24 and return to 00, the units-hours 7490, U12, has its two \( R_0 \) reset inputs connected to its C output, and to the B output of the two FFs, U13B. The reset inputs are also fed to inverting gate U70A, so that the number 24 will cause the output of gate U70A to fall, resetting the 7473, U13, as well. This arrangement did not require any sinking resistor as did the seconds-gate, U60C, on the IT board.

time output circuits

It is desirable to retain the time accurately when the read-out is in use for counting. To do this the \( V_{cc} \) must remain
on U10 through U13 and their associated gates. Therefore, the 13 needed outputs are brought to the inputs of four SN7408N quad 2-input AND gates, U71-U74, for isolation. These list at $1.08 each. (The announced SN74157N quadruple 2-line-to-1-line data selectors were not yet available at this writing.)

The low-power SN74L98N 4-bit data selector/storage registers are very expensive.

Resistance measurements showed a high resistance from the SN7475N latch outputs to ground in the absence of \( V_{cc} \), so it was decided that the switching between time and count would be by a "wired or" between the AND gate outputs and the latch outputs from the counting decades. "Wired or" means to solder them together and allow a logic-high from either to pass to the read-out board. Later, when using the count mode, the \( V_{cc} \) will be switched off the AND gates and on to the latches. At this point in construction, however, neither the AND gates nor the latches are needed. The method requires that only 16 BCD outputs be passed from the C board to the RO board.

**ID timer**

One ID timer on the market carefully provides a coarse and a fine adjustment of the identify time delay for 10-minute accuracy. When the ten-minute signal is

The easy figure is eight minutes, by feeding a .7490 in parallel with U10's input, pin 14. However, the seconds

---

**fig. 3. Identification timer, clock ICs and switching AND gates on count board.**
status of U9 at the time of reset will differ, making the period eight to nine minutes. If greater accuracy in timer operation is desired, an additional line can be brought from the seconds divider on the IT board, or the timer can be moved entirely to that board. Then, a resetable decade divider can be run from the input to the seconds-dividers. Adding requires a three-input gate (7410). Alternatively, several gates can be installed, and the outputs switched. If this switch is set any time during the month to match the number of days in the month, the date will be accurate.

Note that date and month counters require a preset to 1, not a clear to 0. This can be done. The 9093 dual JK

just one decade to the ID timer will reduce the error or variation to a maximum of six seconds, an average of three.

The C output from pin 8 can be fed to a resistor of at least 3.9k, and up to 10k depending on the transistor, which should be an npn device such as 2N497 or 2N1302.2 The emitter will be grounded. The collector will light a Sylvania 5ESB lamp (49c from Allied or Newark) connected to Vcc. See fig. 4. A suitable relay or other device can be driven by the collector current or another transistor. AC can be used to create a tone in the loudspeaker.

days and months

Ordinarily, it is not desirable to add dates to the time, particularly in areas where power outages are likely to take place. However, a few words on this might bring out some thinking.

By adding a counter driven by the hours output — one pulse per day — the dates will be automatic. This will take a decade counter and a dual JK FF, gated at 32 to preset to 1, for a 31-day month. It is possible to switch the coincidence gate to preset at 31 or 29 days. This presets, rather than clears. Either this or the 7473 dual JK can be reversed by making connections to Q and not-Q (and to J and K if used) in the reverse. That is, a clear pulse clears the Q output, but sets the not-Q output in the 7473. Both can have one FF preset and the other FF clear. 32 days require a decade and a dual JK FF. One part of the dual JK FF should be used as the first A divider before the BCD part of a 7490, so that it can be preset to 1. The A section of the 7490 can be used with the second half of the dual JK FF, for the tens count to 30.

Counting months is simple with a decade and a JK FF, gated to clear at the count of 13 and preset to 1, which again requires the JK FF to precede the BCD divide-by-five section of a 7490 for the units decade. Then the A section can follow for the tens count.

At this point it becomes easy to set up more gates to provide reminders of various dates during the year, should there be any desire to do so. The gates could drive a suitable alarm, from the starting circuits in fig. 4. It is interesting that the Sylvania 7420 dual 4-input gate has five inputs on one side, which may be very useful in the
more complicated coincidence-gating of reminder dates.

**read-out display**

Last month I suggested mounting the Minitron displays and their MSD047 Monsanto decoder-drivers (see TI 7447) on a cut-down Vector 3662 Plugbord.

To equalize plug requirements between all three boards the last two counters and latches have been placed on the read-out board, along with a 7400 quad 2-input gate to transfer the latches and provide the 7490 reset.

The positioning of the Minitrons is selected to be visible through the panel window. With some adjustment, the Plugbord receptacle could have been raised above the chassis with spacers to give complete freedom of positioning of under-chassis controls.

As designed, the chassis requires that the Minitrons (eight of them) should go into the third column of holes from each side of the Plugbord. Including contact holes, the bottom and top pins of the Minitrons go into rows 16 and 23. The bottom and top pins of their drivers go into rows 7 and 14. There is one unused column of holes between drivers.

**wiring**

Except for the special arrangement of the RO board, all input amplifier parts, gates and divider ICs are mounted on two Vector 3682-2 Plugbords. The DIP ICs are all turned in the same direction to avoid wiring errors.

To prevent damage due to accidental reversal of the boards in their receptacles some thought has been given to reserving the reverse plugs from the \( V_{CC} \) inputs. This could receive more study. However, mechanical protection is possible except when using the Vector 3690 card extender (and could be added to that) for test purposes.

Inasmuch as the boards must come very close to the chassis near the receptacle, it is necessary only to add an upward extension to prevent their being inserted. A washer, or a V of wire, can be fitted to the top of the board, extending above the board at about the first row of holes. Then, if the board is inverted, it will be raised above the chassis by this washer or wire key and cannot enter the receptacle.

The Vector 3682-2 boards have printed \( V_{CC} \) and ground busses suitable for six rows of dual in-line ICs. The clear space near hole rows 1 through 4 can be used for input amplifier parts, and \( V_{CC} \) transient filter capacitors. The buses crossing at rows 47-48, are for \( V_{CC} \). These will be straddled by six rows of DIP ICs. The one row at the bottom, hole columns 38-39, can take five ICs. The others can take four conveniently, if needed.

Space is at a premium, particularly near the IC pins. An Ungar 37- or 44-watt iron does the job, especially with the 1/8-inch round iron-clad tip. This tip should be unscrewed occasionally because the working end lasts longer than the threads. Old copper tips cannot compete.

Solder is a problem because of a need for flux with a minimum of solder. This is met with Kester 44 resin-core solder, core 66, 0.025-inch in diameter. It looks like no. 22 wire.

Miniature precision tools from Sears and others are a necessity, particularly semi-flush diagonals and extra-long-nose pliers.

On a few occasions, a Soldapullt desoldering tool made excess solder disappear. This is available from MacDonald & Company, Glendale, California 91204.

For wire, untwisted light Belden 8430-25 phono pick-up arm cable usually is preferred. About the biggest might be no. 26 (Belden 8505), without having it bend the IC pins. An unusual one, however, is the solder-through insulation Belsol wire, Vector 2323A-32-2, which permits crossovers without shorts to an unlimited extent without having to strip the wire. It is useful in series connections like the lamp-test, reset and other lines going from one IC to another. It does take a firm application of heat to get through the insulation, which might best be done when not in contact with the IC pin. None, however, have been damaged so far.
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After skinning the plastic-covered wire with a Miller wire-stripper, twisting and tinning, bending a small hook into one end, and putting it on a tinned IC pin makes a good, quick joint. Even three wires can be on one pin.

If several wires are to be soldered to one pin, do them separately. Otherwise the bottom one may not be connected. Test them all with a light pull. After wiring is completed, run a knife point all around each pin to ensure that no stray conducting strand causes a short. Lift the wire from the bus foil and separate adjacent wires to ensure that there is no migration through the insulation due to the heat of soldering.

In the case of the Minitron which may not like to be tinned, it helps to have a loop of wire around the pin and then to solder it. With this procedure no poor contacts have shown up.

Be careful not to put solder bridges across the small space between the pads connecting plugbord contact plugs.

**Input-time board wiring**

On the input-time-base board the crystal oscillator input gate (if used) and the first four decades of the time-base, U1 through U4, can be on the bottom over hole columns 38-39. The second row carries four more time-base ICs, U5 through U8, over hole columns 32-33. Because of using two 7473 dual JK FFs to provide one FF for the 2.5-kHz calibrator output, as well as the divide-by-six seconds-count which could have been accomplished by a single 7490 decade, the Minitron.

**Table 1. Common plugbord plug assignments.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Plug 1</th>
<th>Plug 2</th>
<th>Plug 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT is input-time-base board</td>
<td>IT-C-RO</td>
<td>IT-C</td>
<td>IT-C-RO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C is count board</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO is read-out board</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS is the timer switch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plug to purpose**

- **A**: IT-C-RO +5 \( V_{cc} \) switched
- **B**: IT-C +5 \( V_{cc} \) continuous
- **Z**: IT-C-RO -12 ground
- **TS4B**: 4-7 RO-C
- **RO-C**: 8-11 RO-C
- **RO-C**: 12-15 RO-C
- **RO-C**: 16-19 RO-C

---

*Fig. 5. IC base diagrams (bottom view for wiring).*
Table 2. Input-time-base board interconnections. The letter U refers to IC numbers of sections. Small letter P refers to pin numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>from</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plug 4</td>
<td>U60Ap13</td>
<td>crystal in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Ap13</td>
<td>U60Bp9</td>
<td>gate in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Ap12</td>
<td>Vcc</td>
<td>unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Ap11</td>
<td>plug 5</td>
<td>1 MHz in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Bp10</td>
<td>Vcc</td>
<td>unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Bp8</td>
<td>U1P14</td>
<td>A in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1p11</td>
<td>U2p14</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2p11</td>
<td>U3p14</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3p12</td>
<td>plug 7</td>
<td>5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3p12</td>
<td>U8Bp1</td>
<td>2.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8Bp12</td>
<td>plug 8</td>
<td>2.5 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3p11</td>
<td>U4p14</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4p14</td>
<td>plug 12</td>
<td>1 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4p11</td>
<td>U5p14</td>
<td>100 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U5p14</td>
<td>plug 13</td>
<td>100 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U5p11</td>
<td>U6p14</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U6p14</td>
<td>plug 14</td>
<td>10 out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U6p9</td>
<td>plug 9</td>
<td>PB2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U6p11</td>
<td>U7p14</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U7p2</td>
<td>U60Cp3</td>
<td>invert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U7p3</td>
<td>Vcc</td>
<td>reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Cp2</td>
<td>Vcc</td>
<td>unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Cp1</td>
<td>56k R</td>
<td>Vcc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60Cp1</td>
<td>U8Ap6</td>
<td>reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8Ap9</td>
<td>U9Bp6</td>
<td>reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U9Bp6</td>
<td>plug 6</td>
<td>PB1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U7p11</td>
<td>U8Ap5</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8Ap9</td>
<td>U9Bp5</td>
<td>20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U9Bp5</td>
<td>U9Ap1</td>
<td>x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U9Ap14</td>
<td>U9Bp8</td>
<td>x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U9Ap12</td>
<td>U9Bp7</td>
<td>x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U9Bp9</td>
<td>plug 10</td>
<td>minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one 7473 in the third column over holes 26-27. Lower-numbered columns of holes will be used later for the final time-gating decade for producing count-gate, transfer, clear or reset and load pulses (for 74192 up/down programmable counters). Note that the negative \( V_{cc} \) bus is broken between the top three rows and the bottom three rows of ICs (with Vector line-cutting chisel, P139, $1.50).

General wiring instructions for the IT board are: Cut the \( V_{cc} \) bus at row 47, column 24; jumper bottom of \( V_{cc} \) bus to plug B. Jumper plug Z to ground-bus. Cut the edge ground bus at row 49, column 1, for 12-V use. Connect all \( V_{cc} \) pins to \( V_{cc} \) bus. Connect all ground pins to ground bus. Solder one input of all unused NAND gates to \( V_{cc} \) bus. Solder one pin of all \( R_{g} \) resets of 7490s to ground. On all 7490s having no gate output to a reset pin, U1 through U6, connect one \( R_{g} \) pin to the ground-bus. Connect the upper \( V_{cc} \) bus to plug A. Connect the long edge ground bus to ground bus (plug Z). On all 7490s, U1 through U7, connect A-out pin 12 to BCD-in pin 1. Further wiring details are given in Table 2; plug assignments are in Tables 1 and 3.

Count board wiring

On the count board U70 provides for 24-hour clock gating and inverting the reset. Its remaining gates are reserved for the transfer signal to the latches. U14 is for 1D-timer use. U10-U13 are the minutes and hours counters. U71-U74 are SN7408 AND gates to be used later in switching between clock and count modes. The top two rows are dividers and latches for the count mode. Note that there are two cuts in the connecting \( V_{cc} \) buses to divide the ICs into three groups of two rows. This facilitates leaving \( V_{cc} \) on the clock counters while the AND gates can be turned on for clock display and off for count display.

Series capacitors, to take dc off the clock fast-adjust lines, are mounted on the count board. If necessary, a few 50k resistors can be added if needed to sink voltages on gate inputs and on stopping capacitors.

Because TTL ICs have noticeable spikes that can trigger unintended ICs, \( V_{cc} \) filtering to ground can be placed about every four or five ICs. These can range from discs to substantial 6-V electrolytics from 10 to 100 \( \mu F \).

The count board requires the following:

Table 3. Input-time-base board plug assignments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>plug</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>crystal</td>
<td>oscillator in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>phono</td>
<td>1 MHz test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>seconds reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TS1D</td>
<td>5 kHz calibrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TS1E</td>
<td>2.5 kHz calibrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PB2-3</td>
<td>fast adj. out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>1 minute out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>V0</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>V3</th>
<th>V4</th>
<th>V5</th>
<th>V6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Count Board Interconnections.

Read-out Board

Additional instructions are in table 4.  

Purpose

From which the frequency 40 Hz is apparent and all ground conductor currents on this bus, used for AND gates, to plug W. On
places that will minimize voltage drop.

Sufficient detail is given in the above discussion of the read-out board to wire it without further detailed instructions.

**switching**

The switch in the upper left position is the *mode* switch (designated MS in interconnection tables), a Centralab PA-1015 4-pole, 11-position non-shorting rotary switch. Tentative future assignments indicate that there is no spare pole which may be needed for up/down count, load pulse control and loading, to be discussed in a future article. Some of the positions may not be used unless the frequency of several five-band receivers is to be indicated, or other types of counting functions are incorporated in the digital accessory.

Below, on the left, is a PA-1005 2-pole, 11-position nonshorting switch. This will be needed to switch to various receiver bands including WWV frequencies (thus it is designated BS) using one pole and over half of the available 11 positions. The second pole, or more, may be necessary for control of up and down counting, load pulse and preset loading in some types of equipment.

On the upper right is the resolution switch (designated RS) which controls displays, presentation of time and decimal-point position. It is a PA-1027 8-pole, 5-position switch; half the poles will be needed and all of the positions. *Off* can be added at the right-hand end of rotation, which can remove the time display while time continues to be available. Some of the spare poles can be used to provide full switching without use of steering diodes.

The final switch, in the lower right-hand position, is a PA-1013 with 4 poles and 5 positions. I plan to use this (designated TS) to control the ID timer, select 5-kHz or 2.5-kHz calibrate signal when desired, and to switch reversed-polarity power to a Palomar electronic keyer currently in use.

The removal of stops should be done accurately, for they probably will fall off if bent back again. Also, note that the switches having fewer than 11 positions, such as the two 5-position switches on the right-hand side of the panel used for resolution, timer and calibrator, are constructed so that it is best to have the *off* position (if any) at the clockwise end of rotation when it is to be separate from five active positions.

Where the usual counterclockwise position is used for *off* the two poles on the same wafer probably will short for an instant. This may not matter unless power is applied by the contact, in which case the short may damage some ICS. This would happen on the timer switch with some types of ICS unless steering diodes are placed in the 5- and 2.5-kHz calibration outputs. Also, it may short the power supply in the polarity-reversing sections if these are on the same wafer.

**table 6. Read-out board separate plug assignments.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>plug</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>TS2F</td>
<td>+5 timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>1 minute in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>PB4</td>
<td>ID reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>TS2C</td>
<td>ID Vcc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>alarm</td>
<td>ID timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>PB3</td>
<td>1 hour out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>PB3</td>
<td>1 hour in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>RS3E</td>
<td>AND Vcc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A 100-ohm Mallory U1 composition potentiometer, with switch, has been included. This will facilitate adjustment of the calibrator output to match the incoming signal such as WWV, in order to provide a strong beatnote. The 39-ohm resistor shown in fig. 6 should be increased until the maximum calibrator signal only slightly exceeds the maximum volume of WWV. The switch may be used
later to release some other control, if necessary.

For timer reset, a Switchcraft Littel trons can be tested by grounding the no. 103 pushbutton, PB4, is mounted on the panel. This type is used also on the chassis for time adjustments. Smaller types are available if desired.

![fig. 6. Calibrator output selector. The 39-ohm resistor may be increased to equalize maximum signal with WWV.]

Switch contacts in connection table 7 following numbered designations for each pole, will be given clockwise from the front panel by letters. For example, RS3B indicates the resolution switch, third pole, second contact clockwise from the front. Time-adjust pushbutton circuits are shown in fig. 7.

**operation**

It is well to test the string of dividers on each board on the bench to be sure that they do not present a shorted input or load and that they toggle.

Before the crystal oscillator is plugged in the socket pins should be checked to avoid a short or putting ac on the oscillator input or output; the resistance from the output to all boards should be automatically, and be displayed without blanking either of these zeros.

**count mode**

The next part of this series will cover the input amplifier and count mode using SN7490N decades up to the final digit. Following that, work will be done on the...
synthesis method of counting a receiver or exciter frequency with an up-counter, and the use of the 74192 up/down counter with programmed error correction for giving dial indication with a single connection to the receiver or exciter.
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ham radio
testing high-power tubes

Many amateurs would like to take advantage of the vacuum tubes which often appear on the surplus market at very low prices. While a simple emission test, similar to that shown in fig. 1, may indicate that the tube has sufficient filament emission and is relatively gas free, something further than such a simple test is needed before attempting to put bargain tubes into service. Most vacuum tube manufacturers test their power tubes with highly sophisticated apparatus which the typical ham cannot afford. Very slight leakage can be detected by applying two or three kilovolts on the tube for momentary application and observing what happens. Such a crude test, though effective in some ways, is neither safe for the tube undergoing testing or for the experimenter.

While searching for a better way, the vtvm setup shown in fig. 2 was developed. The usual grid bias is applied to the tube, in addition to the necessary filament supply, and the vtvm – upon appropriate scale – is touched to the anode of the vacuum tube under test. We checked out fourteen tubes with this method, and in every case those tubes which would take normal high voltage in extended service without trouble showed no grid bias on the anode. Those which were excessively gassy showed close to 100% of the bias voltage whenever the vtvm was connected to the anode of the tube under test.

Obviously, the bias voltage will vary with the type of tube under test, but it is much safer to experiment with 100 volts than to handle, for example, 2,000 volts. This simple method of testing has worked satisfactorily in all cases where triodes had to be checked, and there is no good reason why tetrodes and pentodes could not be similarly tested.

Neil Johnson, W2OLU
diode surge protection

Since building my first power supply using semiconductor rectifiers, I have always been a little uneasy because I never bothered to put in diode surge protection, as in the case of power supplies shown in the *ARRL Handbook*.1 This bothered me, because I was always uncertain as to the day when I would turn on the power supply and blow the diodes. This has never happened though, and it is a result of this personal experience that I began to investigate surge currents and diodes.

All of the high-voltage transformers I have used have had secondary resistances of between 70 and 300 ohms at voltages from 770- to 1600-volts rms. For example, let us use a transformer model with a peak to peak secondary voltage of 1000 volts and a secondary resistance of 70 ohms. This transformer is fed through a full-wave bridge rectifier to an output capacitance of 60 µF. And for our diode model a set of 1N4007s has been chosen.

At the instant power is applied to the primary of the transformer the load across the secondary represents a dead short (uncharged capacitor). So, until this capacitor is charged, the only current-limiting device in the secondary is the resistance of the secondary winding. For 1000 volts and 70 ohms there is a maximum current flow of 14.28 amperes. And how long this maximum current will flow is determined by the time constant of the secondary (time constant refers to the rate of charge of an RC circuit). For a secondary resistance of 70 ohms and an output capacitance of 60 µF, the time constant is 4.2 milliseconds, and represents the amount of time it will take for the capacitor to charge to 63% of its full value. So what this means then, is that if your diodes can withstand a surge current of approximately 15 amperes for 4.2 ms then they should not be damaged.

Let us examine the 1N4007 diodes with the information shown in *The Semiconductor Data Book* published by Motorola.2 Here, the maximum surge capability is plotted on a graph of surge current versus number of cycles at 60 Hz, (fig. 3). In this case the graph shows that the diode will withstand safely, at room temperature, a surge current of 50 amperes for one duty cycle, which is 16.6 ms. Obviously then, if the 1N4007 can withstand 50 amperes for a duty cycle of 16.6 ms seconds, it will safely carry a surge current of 14.28 amperes for a period of 4.2 ms. After this initial 4.2 ms the surge current will reduce as the output capacitor approaches full charge voltage.

Discussions with fellow amateurs about this subject has confirmed my suspicions that surge protection is a needless feature in power supplies. For, of those amateurs spoken to who had built their own supplies, none had bothered to use surge protection. Perhaps this bothersome circuitry was necessary in the days of the top-hat rectifiers; but it now seems to be an anachronism in the days of the epoxy rectifiers.

Here's hoping this article will be of some help to future power-supply builders.

John Lapham, WA7LUJ
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The ultimate in SIDEBAND TRANSCEIVER performance

$599.95
34-PNB Plug-in Noise Blanker ...$100.00
RV-4 Remote VFO for TR-4 ...$110.00

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY

CRYSTAL BARGAINS

Depend on...

We can supply crystals from 16 KHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders. Over 6 million crystals in stock including CR1A/AR, FT243, FT241, M67, HC-6/U, HC13/U, etc. ORDER DIRECT with check or money order to JAN CRYSTALS. For first class mail add 15¢ per crystal — for airmail, add 20¢ per crystal. Inquire about special quantity prices.

NEW from

TONE BURST ENCODERS

- UP to 5 fixed tones (factory set)
- ADJUSTABLE: — Duration — Output
- NO BATTERIES needed.
- FULLY ADAPTABLE
- EASY INSTALLATION
- CONTINUOUS TONE POSSIBLE
- FULL 1 YEAR RP Warranty

PRICES:

TB-5 5 tone std. encoder (1800, 1950, 2100, 2250, 2400 Hz) $37.50
ST-2 Single tone decoder (Specify 1800, 1950, 2100, 2250, or 2400 Hz) $37.50
Special tones — Inquire
Add $1.50/unit for shipping (Ill. residents add 5% tax)

FREE SPEC SHEETS NOW AVAILABLE

ORDER DIRECT OR FROM AUTHORIZED DEALERS

R. P. Electronics
BOX 1201H
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
61820
Even if you’re limited to just a few square feet of real estate, you’ve got room for a Hy-Gain multi-band vertical antenna. Unquestionably the ultimate in strength and performance...occupies minimum ground space. Whatever your requirements...you can’t do better than Hy-Gain.

The incomparable
Hy-Gain Hy-Tower 18 Ht. For 80 thru 10 meters.
The finest multi-band omnidirectional vertical antenna on the market today. Entirely self-supporting and virtually indestructible. Takes maximum legal power with ease. Automatic band switching. All hardware iridite treated. Outstanding performance! Wt. 96.7 lbs. Ht. 50’
No. 182 $179.95

NEW!
Hy-Gain 18 AVT/WB For 80 thru 10 meters.
Superb wide-band omnidirectional performance combined with extra heavy duty construction...for the red-hot action you want. So strong it mounts without guy wires. Automatic switching with three Hy-Q traps. Top loading coil. True 1/4 wave resonance on all bands. A great buy! Wt. 16.2 lbs. Ht. 25’
No. 386 $59.95

Versatile
Hy-Gain 18 V For 80 thru 10 meters.
Low cost, high efficiency vertical antenna. Easily tuned to any 80 thru 10 meter band by adjusting feed point on the base inductor. Easily mounted, highly portable. Installs almost anywhere! Wt. 5 lbs. Ht. 16’
No. 193 $21.95

Hy-Gain
14 AVQ/WB For 40 thru 10 meters
Successor to the famous 14 AVQ...totally improved. Entirely self-supporting, automatic band switching, omnidirectional vertical antenna. Three separate Hy-Q traps with large diameter coils for very high Q. True 1/4 wave resonance on all bands. Peak performance! Wt. 9.2 lbs. Ht. 18’
No. 385 $39.95

Hy-Gain
12 AVQ For 10, 15 and 20 meters
No. 384 $26.95
2 METER JUGE

- Do you have a new 2 meter Drake, Regency, or Swan?
- Want crystals for it QUICK?
- HUGE STOCK — All popular frequencies.

IN STOCK — 8 HOUR SHIPMENT — PREPAID SPECIAL ORDER — 10 DAYS — PREPAID

We want you to quote on all your Ham needs.
Let us show you what really GOOD — FAST Service is like.

ED JUGE ELECTRONICS, INC.
3850 SOUTH FREEWAY
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76110
(817) 926-5221
OPEN 9 to 5:30 Tues. thru Sat.

STUD NUT — THE NEW unitized fastener for rapid and convenient mounting of threaded-stud, solid-state devices.

Replaces 5 separate items of hardware now required for mounting SCR's, Zeners, Diodes and Power Transistors.

Provides:
- Exact stud centering for maximum voltage insulation
- Stud isolation from mounting surface
- Locking action
- Electrical connection to device stud

Rated to 30 Amperes, continuous. Mounted with std. 7/16" hex-nut driver.
Supplied with Mica washer for COMPLETE mounting kit for #10-32 threaded stud devices.

Package of 4 STUD-NUTS & WASHERS - $1.00
Package of 24 STUD-NUTS & WASHERS - $5.00

SCF Corp. P. O. Box 999, Hightstown, N. J. 08520
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
FACTORY FRESH — NO REJECTS
W/SPEC. SHEETS
FAIRCHILD — PHILCO — RCA
MOTOROLA — NATIONAL
NEW LOW PRICES
RTL or TTL LOGIC

UL 900 Buffer 80¢ 10/5.50
UL 914 Gate 80¢ 10/5.50
UL 923 JK Flip-flop $1.50 10/8.50
MC 790P Dual JK Flip-flop $2.00 10/18.95
MC 890P Dual JK Flip-flop $2.00 10/18.95
MC 780P Decade $3.00
MC 767P Quad Latch 50¢
MC 9760P Decade 50¢

UL 900 Buffer 80¢ 10/5.50
UL 914 Gate 80¢ 10/5.50
UL 923 JK Flip-flop $1.50 10/8.50
MC 790P Dual JK Flip-flop $2.00 10/18.95
MC 890P Dual JK Flip-flop $2.00 10/18.95
MC 780P Decade $3.00
MC 767P Quad Latch 50¢
MC 9760P Decade 50¢

ONE EACH OF 3 ABOVE $10.50

7400 Quad 2 Input NAND Gate 65¢ 10/5.95
7404 Hex Inverter 65¢ 10/5.95
7441A Decimal Decoder/Driver $3.50 10/29.95
NEW!! 7447 7 Segment Decoder/Driver $3.10 each 10/19.95
7473 Dual JK Flip-flop $1.30 10/10.95
7475 Quad Latch $2.10 10/19.95
7490 Decade Counter $2.40 10/19.95
709 Op Amp $1.75 10/16.50
741 Op Amp $2.70 10/25.00
CA 3035 Linear Amplifier $2.25 10/21.95

LM 309K 5V Regulator $3.75 10/$34.95
14 Pin Dual Inline socket terminals 25¢ 10/2.25
16 Pin Dual Inline socket terminals 30¢ 10/2.75

NEW NATIONAL Long Life Nixie tubes NL 940S 0-9 with two decimal points $4.50 ea. 10/42.95
SOCKET for NL 940S 50¢ each
100 KC CRYSTAL NEW $3.95

88 MH TOROIDS 10/3.00

88 MH TOROIDS 10/3.00

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
FOR NIXIE READOUT STAGES
5 Vm ripple at maximum rating
110 volt input with output of 170 volt 15Ma
5 volt 600 Ma regulated to .5%
SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF
Made especially for Nixie Readout Clocks,
Frequency Counters using NX101 stages:
Kit: $14.95

Miniature reed switch glass enclosure ¾" long. 35¢ ea. 10/3.00

R & R ELECTRONICS
311 EAST SOUTH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
46225

$5.00 minimum order
Please add sufficient postage.

COOLING FAN BLOWER 4 pole 110V 60 cyc
motor with 4 bladed nylon fan. Very quiet,
about 50 CFM 2½"W x 3¾"H x 2½"D. Sh.
wt. 3 lbs. $2.25 each

PRECISION RESISTORS Pack of 100 ...$1.98
1000 PIV DIODES 1 Amp Epoxy ...10/$2.95

ARN-30 108-135 mc tunable receivers. High
frequency version of the famous comm-
mand receivers. Listen to local airport
frequency or convert to 2 meters. Like
New with schematic and operating in-
structions. 12 lbs. .............................................$14.95

Western Union facsimile machines, send
and receive pictures and memos. Works
on 115 v 60 cycles. Shipped with auto-
start, auto-phase pos-to-pos, conversion
instructions. 20 lbs. .............................................$19.95

Teletype model 14 printer pulled from serv-
ice from Western Union. Units are in
good condition. 75 Ib. shipping weight.
While they last .............................................$29.95 ea.

RADIO RECEIVERS R-257/U
BACK WITH AN EVEN BETTER SUPPLY
R & R has the Motorola Plug In's we sold
out of last year and more.
We now have the popular LOW BAND 25-50
MC equipment. Unit comes with these plug-ins:
• 1st IF & 2nd Mixer
• RF & 1st Mixer
• Oscillator-Doubler unit-Amplifier
• 2nd IF & Discriminator
• Audio Squelch
• Filter Unit

SCHEMATIC Diagrams for all units supplied

COMPLETE SET .............................................$9.95
FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES CW SERIOUSLY.

model KB-1 • $265 net

FOR YOU, ONLY THE BEST WILL DO. YOUR TRAFFIC, YOUR QSO'S MUST BE PERFECT. THIS IS THE KEYER WHICH WILL DO IT FOR YOU. PERFECT LETTERS AND SPACES. ALL AUTOMATICALLY. 12-22 WPM. KEYS POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE LOADS. BUILT-IN MONITOR OSC/AMP FOR SPEAKER. WEIGHT CONTROL TO SUIT YOUR PREFERENCES. ONE-YEAR PICKERING WARRANTY.

READ THE QST WRITEUP ON THE KB-1 IN THE AUGUST, 1970 ISSUE. THEN SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE ON THE KB-1.

TO ORDER, SEE YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT FROM FACTORY. YOU MAY USE YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR BANKAMERICARD. SIMPLY GIVE US YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER.

YOUR CW SENDING DESERVES THE BEST ORDER YOUR KB-1 NOW!

PICKERING RADIO CO.  Post Office Box 244  Portsmouth, R.I. 02871

PHONE ORDERS NOW ACCEPTED FOR 1 DAY C.O.D. SHIPMENT ON ALL OUR PRE-AMPS AND SOME OF OUR CONVERTERS

If you need a low noise pre-amp in a hurry for communications or instrumentation, we can fill your order custom tuned to any frequency from 5 MHz. to 475 MHz, within 24 hours by air mail or special delivery. All you pay is our regular low price plus C.O.D. shipping charges. This rush service is also available on some of our stock converters. See Oct., Nov. and Dec. 1971 issues of 73 Magazine for our 2 page condensed catalog. Call us between 9AM and 4PM, Monday thru Friday except holidays (no collect calls please). If line is busy keep trying.

PHONE: 212-468-2720

CIRCUIT BOARDS in 10 Minutes

with just a pair of scissors

Pressure Sensitive Copper Foil Tape and Sheet

• No Chemicals — No Mess
• No Layout Restrictions
• Full Instructions
• Simple Circuit Changes
• Flexible — Conforms to any surface shape
• Use for Crossovers — Either insulate with Teflon or Mylar or use other side of board.

5 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide ..................... $.60
100 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide ..................... $9.95
Sheets 6" x 12" — $2.50 each
or 5 for $9.95

Order Now

Cir-Kit
Division of PHASE CORPORATION
315A Boston Avenue
Medford, Mass. 02155
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feature after feature after feature

Been denying yourself all that great fun so many other amateurs are having with their rock-solid, through-the-repeater contacts?

Delay no longer! Hasten to your SBE dealer. Verify that the brilliant new SB-144 has more channels—greater power output—starts your enjoyment now by including three sets of crystals on popular repeater frequencies and a high quality, SBE exclusive dynamic microphone without extra charge. Add a sizzling, double-conversion receiver and a combo “S” and output meter with big lighted scale that also saves your battery by showing when the transceiver is ON.

Confirm the price then make the deal. Lose no time in securing this book-size beauty under your dash with the tiltable mounting bracket supplied. Then, power on! ENJOY!

SB-144 2 meter FM TRANSCEIVER

SUPPLIED WITH DYNAMIC MIC.

LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC. 220 Airport Blvd. Watsonville, CA 95076

239.95
FREQUENCY STANDARD

Only $32.50
(less batteries) POSTPAID USA

- Precision crystal
- Fully guaranteed

- Markers at 100, 50, 25, 10 or 5 kHz selected by front panel switch.
- Zero adjust sets to WWV. Exclusive circuit suppresses unwanted markers.
- Compact rugged design. Attractive, completely self contained.
- Send for free brochure.

FACTORY FRESH IC'S AT BARGAIN PRICES
SN7400N Series TTL: 7400, 7401, 7402, 7403, 7404,
7410, 7420, 7430, 7440, 7451 and 7454 30¢ each.
7441A Nixi Driver $1.50. 7442 BCD-to-Decimal Decoder
$1.50. 7447 Seven Segment Driver $1.79. 7472 JK Flip
Flopper 50¢. 7473 Dual JK Flip Flopper 60¢. 7474 Dual D
Flip Flopper 60¢. 7475 Quad Latch $1.25. 7476 Dual JK
Flip Flopper 65¢. 7490 Decade Counter $1.25. 7492 Di-
vide by 12 Counter $1.25. 7493 Divide by 16 Counter
$1.25. 7495 4 Bit LR Shift Reg. $1.50. 74107 Dual
JK Flip Flopper 65¢. 74121 Monostable Multivibrator 75¢.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS:
709C DIP or TO-5 (Specify Which) 50¢, 10 for $4.50
741C DIP or TO-5 (Specify Which) 62¢, 10 for $5.75

POWER SUPPLY — 110 VAC to 5 VDC 200 MA REQU-
LATED $1.00 each.
NE656 DIP PPL $6.00 each.

TRANSISTORS (General Purpose)
2N5134 Silicon NPN 15¢, 8 for $1.00
2N5136 Silicon PNP 15¢, 8 for $1.00

Discounts offered on large orders. Many other parts
available. Send stamp for catalog. Orders less than
$10.00 add 25¢ post. Above $10.00 postpaid.

DIGI-KEY
P.O. BOX 126, THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701

TELEGRAPHERS WANTED - For membership in
Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.
Non-profit - Historical - Fraternal
Includes subscription to dots & Dashes
Dues $2 per annum
Write: James E. Smith, GS&T
P.O. Box 70
LaMirada, Ca 90638
The most powerful antennas under the sun!

**HY-GAIN**

**MODEL DB10-15A**
Gives the 10 and 15 Meter Bands a Real Working Over

Equipped with exclusive Hy-Gain Hy-Q traps, the Model DB10-15A antenna delivers uncompromising performance on both 10 and 15 meters, both stateside and DX.

- 8.4db gain on 10 meters
- 8.3db gain in 15 meters
- F/B ratio 15db to 25db
- SWR less than 2:1
- Takes maximum legal power
- Heavy gauge 13' boom
- Longest element 23'
- Turning radius 13.5'
- Easily installed in minimum space

Order No. 330  Ham Net $109.95

**For Tri-Band Operation, Add the Model 204BA**
A tiger on 20 meters, easily installed on same tower with Model DB10-15A.

- 10db forward gain
- Up to 28db F/B ratio
- SWR less than 1.5:1
- Maximum power input 1 kw, AM
- Four full spaced elements on 26' boom; longest element 36'6"

Order No. 394  Ham Net $149.95

See the best dealer under the sun—the one who handles all Hy-Gain products.

**HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION**
P.O. Box 5407-DX Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
LI

Versatility... Accuracy... Dependability

Use VFO of either R-4B or T-4XB for transceiving or separately.

**R-4B RECEIVER**
- Linear permeability tuned VFO with 1 kc dial divisions.
- VFO and crystal frequencies pre-mixed for all-band stability.
- Covers ham bands 60, 40, 20, 15 meters completely and 28.5 to 29.0 Mc of 10 meters with crystals furnished.
- Four bandwidths of selectivity: 0.4 kc, 1.2 kc, 2.4 kc and 4.8 kc.
- Passband tuning gives sideband selection, without retuning.
- Noise blanker that works on CW, SSB, and AM is built-in.
- Notch filter and 25 Kc crystal calibrator are built-in.
- Product detector for SSB/CW or diode detector for AM.
- Crystal Lattice Filter gives superior cross modulation and overload characteristics.
- Solid State Permeability Tuned VFO with 1 kc divisions.
- AVC for SSB or high-speed break-in CW.
- Excellent Overload and Cross Modulation characteristics.
- Dimensions: 5½"H, 10¾"W, 12⅞"D.
- wt.: 16 lbs.
- $475.00

**T-4XB TRANSMITTER**
- Covers ham bands 80, 40, 20, 15 meters completely and 28.5 to 29.0 Mc of 10 meters with crystals furnished;
- MARS and other frequencies with accessory crystals, except 2.3-3, 5-6, 10.5-12 Mc.
- Upper and Lower Sideband on all frequencies.
- Automatic Transmit Receive Switching on CW (semi break-in).
- Controlled Carrier Modulation for AM.
- VOX or PTT on SSB and AM built-in.
- Adjustable Pi-Network Output.
- Two 8-pole Crystal-Lattice Filters for sideband selection.
- Transmitting AGC prevents flat topsing.
- Shaped Grid Block Keying with side tone output.
- 200 Watts PEP Input on SSB—200 watts input CW.
- Meter indicates plate current and relative output.
- Compact size: rugged construction.
- Solid State Permeability Tuned VFO with 1 kc divisions.
- Solid State HF Crystal Oscillator.
- 11 Tubes, 3 Transistors and 12 diodes.
- Dimensions: 5¼"H, 10¾"W, 12⅞"D.
- wt.: 14 lbs.
- $495.00

**New 3 Digit Counter**
- The model fm-36 3-digit frequency meter has the same features that has made the 2 digit model so popular with Hams.
- Low price, small size (smaller than a QSL card), 35 Mc top frequency, simple connection to your transmitter.
- FM-36 KIT $134.50

**FM-36 KIT**
- 300 MHz PRESCALER only $45.00 with fm-36 order

**Super Rotator**
- Galaxy Rotor Brake R-300
- Up to 10 times the mechanical and braking power of any rotator. Handles big beams and stacked arrays with ease. 4000 in/lbs. of rotating torque. Brake slips in at 5000 in/lbs. to prevent damage. Accepts up to 3" O.D. Mounts on standard tower plate. Requires minimum 10' leg spacing. Mounting kits available for poles, small towers, towers without plates. Wt. 28.0 lbs. Same as Famous R-400 except without control unit.
- Use with RB550A.
- ORDER NO. 300

**Precision radio equipment from Galaxy Division of HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION**
- Box 5407-WC Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

---

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY • 540 RICHARD STREET • MIAMISBURG OHIO 45342

---

**New Drake Model**
- The model fm-36 3-digit frequency meter has the same features that has made the 2 digit model so popular with Hams.
- Low price, small size (smaller than a QSL card), 35 Mc top frequency, simple connection to your transmitter.
- FM-36 KIT $134.50

---

**FM-36 KIT**
- 300 MHz PRESCALER only $45.00 with fm-36 order

---

**Super Rotator**
- Galaxy Rotor Brake R-300
- Up to 10 times the mechanical and braking power of any rotator. Handles big beams and stacked arrays with ease. 4000 in/lbs. of rotating torque. Brake slips in at 5000 in/lbs. to prevent damage. Accepts up to 3" O.D. Mounts on standard tower plate. Requires minimum 10' leg spacing. Mounting kits available for poles, small towers, towers without plates. Wt. 28.0 lbs. Same as Famous R-400 except without control unit.
- Use with RB550A.
- ORDER NO. 300

**Precision radio equipment from Galaxy Division of HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION**
- Box 5407-WC Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
CONSIDERABLY SPECIAL CONSIDERING THE SPECS

NEW 2 METER FM TRANSCEIVER Model SRC-146

Frequency .................. 143-149 MHz
(2MHz spread)
Number of channels ................. 5
Supplied with 146.94 simplex,
146.34/.94 (same plug in
 crystals as SR-C826M)
R.F. Output .................. 1 watt minimum
Sensitivity .................. better than 0.4
                      UV/20 DB Q.S.
Audio output .................. 500 mw
Meter ................ monitors battery voltage on
                        Tx, S Meter on Rx
Current drain ................. 400 mA Tx,
                        15 mA Rx SBY
Size ................... 8½" high x 3" wide, x 1½" deep
Weight ...................... 24 oz., less
                        batteries
Options: external mic, or mic-speaker, stubby flexible
antenna, desk top charger, leather case.

$279.00 Suggested Amateur Net Price

Consider the new VHF-FM hand held Transceiver by Standard Communications Corp., with exclusive Astropoint design. For complete specifications and the name of your nearest dealer, write:

STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
639 North Marine Avenue, Wilmington, California 90744, (213) 775-6284

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
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NEW B-24 + RK-3 COMBINATION

3 ELEMENTS

10-15-20 METERS

B-24 + RK-3 Combination Net $84.95
RK-3 Reflector Kit (only) - Net $39.95

6-10-15-20 METERS

B-24 + RK-3 Combination Net $84.95
RK-3 Reflector Kit (only) - Net $39.95

MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA

for 6-10-15-20 METERS

Needs ground plane radials. Full electrical ½ wave on each band. Excellent quality construction. Mount with inexpensive TV hardware. Patented.

Power Rating 1400 Watts P.E.P.
Total Weight 6 lbs.
Height 11’
Single Feed Line 52 ohm
SWR at Resonance 1.5 to 1.0 max.

Model C4 - Net $36.95

KOJO AUDIO FILTERS FOR SSB AND CW

The KOJO audio filters can greatly improve reception on all receivers, even the most sophisticated receivers. Large amounts of high-frequency hiss, background noise and sideband buckshot can be removed.

The SSB filter is of a low pass configuration, designed with a sharp cutoff to provide a rejection of better than 30 decibels at all ham band frequencies above approximately 3500 Hz. The filter is specifically designed to be placed in a low-impedance line for earphones or speaker.

The CW filter has a spot frequency of 780 Hz and a passband of 1500 Hz with a reference level, 40 decibels below the signal level at the design frequency. The peak of the passband is 100 Hz wide at the -3 decibel reference points.

The CW filter is specifically designed for low-impedance input and high-impedance output. High-impedance crystal earphones are recommended. However, with low impedance earphones a small auxiliary amplifier or impedance matching transformer may be used.

KOJO filters are made up of top grade coils and components and are available in easy to assemble kit form with simplified instructions, or in a deluxe model. The deluxe model is completely built up and ready for use and is enclosed in a Gray cabinet with convenient IN-OUT switch.

Try a KOJO and see what you can hear now and could not clearly hear before.

*Slight cabinet layout changes subject to take place without notice.

CW Filter Kit $8.95 Deluxe CW Filter $16.95
SSB Filter Kit $12.95 Deluxe SSB Filter $21.95

THE J. LYNCH CO.
P. O. Box 7774, Phoenix, Arizona 85011

NEW CONCEPT in reflector antennas

QUASI PARABOLIC DESIGN

- optimized petal shape with extruded rim structure, 7 ft. diameter
- kit forms — 10 aluminum petals, easy to assemble
- 26 db gain at 1296 MHz with our feed 31 db at 2625 MHz
- rigid structure, ground mounting system included
- $150 without feed, optional feed and alternate mount systems available
- write for free brochure — patent pending

T. J. ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 832
Los Altos, California 94022
Everything you always wanted in keyers and QRP equipment.

**POWER-MITES**

**MODEL PM2B.** Popular two watt CW transceiver. Operates on 80-40-20 meters. Side-tone, Lantern battery or 12 VDC power source. Size 10¾" W × 4½" H × 6¾" D. Weight 2¼ lbs. Price $64.95.


**ANTENNA TUNER**

**MODEL AC5.** Matches 52 ohm output of Power-Mites to open wire on random length antennas. Maximum power 10 watts. Size 4¼" W × 2½" H × 4" D. Weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Price $58.95.

**SWR BRIDGE**

**MODEL AC4.** Favorite for QRP. Measures from ¼ watt to 200 watts. Size 4¾" W × 2¼" H × 4" D. Weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Price $14.95.

**SIGNALIZER**


**MODEL S30.** Similar to S20 but has built in FR4 CW filter; switchable. Size 8¼" W × 4½" H × 6½" D. Weight 4 lbs. Price $49.95.

**KEYERS AND KEYER PADDLES**


The Argonaut is for every ham. A transceiver that operates on an AC pack or lantern battery. Covers Amateur bands 80-10, SSB and CW. Completely solid state. Permeability tuning. Less than 100 Hz drift. ½ uv sensitivity. 9 MHz crystal filter. 2.5 kHz bandwidth, 1.7 shape factor. Amateur bands 3-30 MHz. AGC. Speaker, SWR bridge, S-meter built-in. Instant CW break-in. Side-tone. Plug-in circuit boards. Selects normal side band, reversible. One control tune-up. 50-75 ohm push-pull output. Direct frequency read out.

Argonaut price $288.00
Power supply $24.95
Microphone $17.00

Ask your TEN-TEC dealer to show you our complete line. If there is no dealer in your area, send your order direct. Include $2.00 shipping for each Argonaut, all other items shipped postpaid.

Dept. V-2

TEN-TEC INC.
Highway 411 East □ Sevierville, Tennessee 37862
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ARGONAUT

BORED
WITH HIGH POWER?
GET YOUR KICKS
with the
NEW TEN-TEC
ARGONAUT
"FIVER" (5 watts, 5 bands, 5 lbs.)

IN STOCK AT:

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Communication Specialists for 33 Years
1960 Peck St., Muskegon, Mich. 49441

ARGONAUT

PATCH PLUS

ARGONAUT

GALAXY PHONE PATCH
PR-550A
Deluxe hybrid phone patch and recorder control circuitry. Panel jack accepts S280 (PL68) plug. Selector switch (lock or momentary) controls unit PTT line. Function switch selects desired audio routing for record with tape recorder or play-back to equipment or phone line. Gain controls on receive or transmit. Wt. 2.0 lbs.
Order No. 812
Precision radio instruments from Galaxy Division of HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Box 5407-WC Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS BARGAINS

KLEINSCHMIDT TELETYPWRITERS
Model TT-100. Capable of sending 60-100 WPM., 115 v, 60 cyc. Self contained pwr. supply. Shipping wt. 70 lbs. $59.50 ea.
Model TT-843 - Same as above.
UNUSED $150.00 ea.

REPERFORATOR-TRANSMITTER
Model TT-179/FG Mfg by Kleinschmidt
Tape printing & punching, also transmitter-distributor. 115 volts, 60 cyc, shpg.
wt. 90 lbs. Used, excellent cond., (gov't. cost $2,000). $59.50

TELETYPWRITER TABLES
Heavy duty construction, shpg. wt. 20 lbs.
for page printer, 22" x 18" x 27" ht. $15.95

A wide-range, high gain, portable test unit for observation of pulses, short period electrical disturbances, sine waves, Band width 3 cyc., 15 mc. 105/125 VAC, 50-1000 cyc. AN/USM-50 OSCILLOSCOPE $79.00

TEST SCOPE
TDMS Transmitter used in testing of teletype equipment, contains 1-3RPI, 1-5687, 1-6NO30, 2-12AX7 & 13-12 AU7. No pwr. sly.
Shpg wt. 20 lbs. $15.00

2-METER-VHF
BC-640 X'MITTER
50 watt - CW and AM.
Freq. range 100-156 MC crystal controlled
Pwr. rmsnt. 100/125 60 cyc. Crated wt. 600 lbs. 6' x 22" wide. $49.50

ANDY ELECTRONICS - DIV. OF ANDY INTERNATIONAL
6427 Springer Houston, Texas 77017 713-645-7057

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
BASSETT REPEATER BEATERS

For incomparable 2 meter coverage

MODEL DGM-2
An extremely lightweight sparkling white fiberglass sealed phased mobile collinear antenna with a BiG punch on 2 meters. Threaded 3/8-24 to fit any standard bumper or body mount. Factory adjusted and ready to go.

MODEL DGM-2 $39.50

MODEL DGF-2
For repeater and fixed station use on 2 meters. Same collinear system as the DGM-2 but complete with fiberglass radials and pipe mount with PL-259 standard coax connector. Installs on standard 3/4" pipe mast with provision for coax line inside the mast. Factory adjusted and ready to go. Mast not included.

MODEL DGF-2 $79.50

CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR DATA ON QUARTZ CRYSTALS AND ANTENNAS

Savoy Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 7127 - Fort Lauderdale, Florida - 33304
Tel: 305-566-8416 or 305-947-1191
The "STANDARD"

72'
ALUMINUM
Tower
FOR
DX'ing

Strong, Light, No Upkeep
Self-Supporting
Easy to Assemble & Erect
All towers mounted on hinged bases
Complete Telescoping and Fold-Over Series available

"so light you can put it up all by yourself! No climbing, no jin poles, no heart attacks.

And now, with motorized options, you can crank it up or down, or fold it over, from the operating position in the house.

See your local distributor, or write for 12 page brochure giving dozens of combinations of height, weight and wind load.

FM'ers!
Plagued by adjacent channel interference? More repeaters inevitably means increased use of 30 kHz channel spacing. You can update your receiver now simply and inexpensively with RVG's new four pole crystal filter type XM 107504. You will see a vast improvement in your receiver's selectivity! The XM 107504 comes in an HC6/U can, so small that it even can be fitted in walkie talkies! Application data for tube and solid state circuits are provided with each filter.

Technical data: Frequency 10.7 MHz. Bandwidth 14 kHz min. (–6 dB), 42 kHz max. (–40 dB). Ult. attenuation 60 dB min. Insertion loss 3 dB max. Ripple 1 dB max. Input/output 910 Ohms w. 35 pF. Price only $15.95

Also, for both wide and narrow band: crystal filters (eight pole) $30.25 and crystal discriminators $14.95

SPECTRUM INTERNATIONAL
BOX 87 TOPSFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS 01983

WESTERN N. Y.
HAMFEST and
VHF CONFERENCE
MAY 13, 1972

Monroe County
Fairgrounds
Rt. 15A
Rochester, N. Y.
(Near Thruway Exit 46)

- Huge Flea Market
- Top Programs
- Award Presentations
- Banquet
- Friday Night Cocktails

WRITE:
WNY HAMFEST
BOX 1388
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
14603
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DIGITAL AUDIO FREQUENCY METER

featuring

- XTAL CONTROL
- 10 Hz–2 MHz
- LSI DESIGN
- 4 DIGIT DISPLAY
- 7 DIGIT RESOLUTION

The model 1200 is indispensable when accurate audio or broadcast frequency measurements are required. Crystal control allows precision calibration of electronic organs as well as I.F. strips. LED display life is 100 years.

1200 AUDIO FREQUENCY METER KIT ..................... $149.95
1200 W assembled & tested ............................. $179.95

LIQUID CRYSTAL READOUT ASSEMBLY

The most advanced readout device on the market! 4 digits, 4 decimal points, 6VDC operation, 1 μA per segment, black numbers on white background. Perfect mate for LSI chip below. Data sheet and application notes provided.

LCR-4 ................................................. $29.95

LSI

Do it yourself instrument chip. Has 4 decade counters, 4 latches, seven segment decoder, 2 oscillators, display multiplex circuitry, etc. Make freq meters, DVM's, etc. Comes with free 16 page booklet of specs and app notes. Interfaces with all seven segment displays. DIP package.

5002 ........................................ $24.95
5005 Booklet only ............................... $1.50

FREE CATALOG

Environmental Products
BOX 406 Lafayette, IN 47902
PL 317 763 1093
The Galaxy RF-550A Wattmeter is noted for precise measurement and extreme accuracy in the 3.5/30.0 MHz range. Calibrated scales are 400 and 4000 watts full scale, selectable for forward or reflected power. Six position antenna switch with dummy load (not supplied). All unused connections grounded. SO-239 connectors. Wt. 5.5 lbs. Rated 4 Kilowatt P.E.P.

Order No. 857 $75.00

Precision radio instruments from Galaxy Division of HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Box 5407-WC Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

NEW CT-1
From LEL
Will allow you to Dynamically test all types of capacitors.

The Model CT-1 features a built-in electronic power supply providing BOTH AC and DC test voltages in a special circuit with highly sensitive NEON type leakage indicator.

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS, INC.
88 Evans St., Watertown, MA 02172
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

See you at the
World's Largest Hamvention!
22 APRIL 1972
21st ANNUAL
DAYTON HAMVENTION
WAMPLER'S HARA ARENA
Dept. H - Box 44
Dayton, Ohio 45401
TECHNICAL SESSIONS • EXHIBITS
LADIES PROGRAM • AWARDS
FLEA MARKET • TRANSMITTER HUNT BANQUETS

GATEWAY ELECTRONICS
8123 PAGE AVENUE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63130
314-427-6116

WALL PHONES - DIAL TYPE. Ship. Wt. 7 lb. $7.50
DESK PHONES - DIAL TYPE. Ship. Wt. 7 lb. $7.50
50 OHM - 200 WATT NON-INDUCTIVE LOAD RESISTOR. Ship. Wt. 2½ lb. $8.50
COLLINS MECHANICAL FILTERS 84 khz - 7 khz bandwidth. Ship. Wt. 1½ lb. $8.50
COLLINS MECHANICAL FILTERS 80 khz - 8 khz bandwidth. Ship. Wt. 1½ lb. $8.50
R-11A COMMAND RECEIVER (late version) Q 5'er 190-550 khz. Ship. Wt. 8 lb. $12.50
COIL CORD - 3 Conductor - 3 foot stretches to 10 feet. Ship. Wt. 1½ lb. $2.00
IN3712 (TD-1) - HI FREQ. TUNNEL DIODE typical 2.3 Ghz. Ship. Wt. 8 oz. $2.20
MOTOROLA MV-1862D EPICAP TUNING DIODE 2.97 pf-3.63 pf. Ship. Wt. 8 oz. $6.00

Minimum order $5.00. Stop in and see us when you're in St. Louis.
DIGITAL READOUT
At a price everyone can afford
- Operates from 5 VDC
- Same as TTL and DTL
- Will last 250,000 hours.

The MINITRON readout is a miniature directly viewed incandescent filament (7-Segment) display in a 16-pin DIP with a hermetically sealed front lens. Size, and appearance are very similar to LED readouts. The big difference is in the price. Any color filter can be used.

SPECIAL OFFER
PLESSEY SL403D
3.5 W AUDIO AMP IC
HI-FI QUALITY
$3.95

Only $8.50 with 12 pages of construction data

NATIONAL DEVICES
LM370 AGC/Squelch amp $4.85
LM373 AM/FM/SSB IF strip/Det $4.85
LM309K 5V 1A regulator. If you are using TTL you need this one. $3.50

DIGITAL BARGAINS
FACTORY FRESH TTL IC's
7447 7-seg. decoder/driver for the digital readout. $2.25
7400 gates
7441 NIXIE driver
7490 decade counter
7475 quad latch
7495 shift reg.
7493 divide by 16
74121 monostable
7473 dual flip-flop

MOTOROLA
MC282 Quad 2-input RTL Gate $1.00
MC788P Dual Buffer RTL $1.00
MC789P Hex Inverter RTL $1.00
MC790P Dual J-K Flip-flop $2.00
MC799P Dual Buffer RTL $1.00
MC1013P 85 MHz Flip-flop $3.25
MC1023 MECL Clock driver $2.50
MC4024 Dual VCO $3.00
MC4044 Freq. Phase Det $3.00

TRANSISTORS & DIODES
MP5686 9.00
2N5188 79
2N706 packet of 4 1.00
2N2218 packet of 2 1.00
1N4001 packet of 6 1.00
1N4002 packet of 6 1.00
1N4004 packet of 6 1.00

Please add 35¢ for shipping
CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS CO.
Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
HEP.CIRCUIT-STIK DISTRIBUTOR
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CW or RTTY, whichever way you go, HAL HAS TOP QUALITY YOU CAN AFFORD!

TOP QUALITY WITH THE HAL 1550 ELECTRONIC KEYER.
Designed for easy operation; perfectly timed CW with optional automatic ID for sending call letters, great for DX and RTTY; TTL circuitry, transistor switching for grid block, cathode keying. Handsome rugged crackle cabinet with brushed aluminum panel. With ID, only $90.00; without ID, $65.00.*

OTHER HAL PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
- ID-1 Repeater Identifier (wired circuit bd.)  $75.00
- ID-1 (completely assembled in 1 1/2" rack cabinet)  $115.00
- HAL ARRL FM Transmitter Kit  $50.00
- W3FFG SSTV Converter Kit  $55.00
- Mainline ST-5 TU Kit  $50.00
- Mainline AK-1 AFSK Kit  $27.50
- HAL RT-1 TU/AFSK Kit  $51.50

TOP QUALITY WITH THE HAL RKB-1 TTY KEYBOARD.
 Gives you typewriter-easy operation with automatic letter/number shift at four speeds (60, 66, 75 and 100 WPM). Use with RVD-1002 video display system, or insert in loop of any teleprinter, for fast and easy RTTY. Completely solid state, TTL circuitry using G10 glass boards, regulated power supplies, and transistor loop switch. Optional automatic ID available. RKB-1 assembled, only $275.00; in kit form, only $175.00.

NEW FROM HAL—TOP QUALITY RVD-1002 RTTY VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT.
 Revolutionary approach to amateur RTTY—provides visual display of received RTTY signal from any TU, at four speeds (60, 66, 75 and 100 WPM). Using a TV receiver modified for video monitoring, Panasonic solid-state TV receiver/monitor, or monitor only, available. Complete, $495.00; Panasonic TV receiver/monitor, $160.00; monitor only, $140.00.

HAL provides a complete line of components, semi-conductors, and IC's to fill practically any construction need. Send 24¢ to cover postage for catalog with info and photos on all HAL products available.

*Above prices do not include shipping costs. Please add 75¢ on parts orders, $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping via UPS whenever possible; therefore, street address required.

HAL DEVICES, Box 365H, Urbana, Illinois 61820
HAFMEST — WABASH COUNTY ARC fourth annual hamfest, Sunday, May 21. Rain or shine. Admission is still only $1. Flea-market, food, tech. talks and much more. For information write Bob Mitting, 663 Spring, Wabash, Indiana 46992.

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA HAMFEST 4H Grounds (Highway 41, North 3 miles) Sunday, May 7, 1972; air-conditioned, auction, overnight camping, ladies bingo, reserved flea market booths. Advance Registration. For flyer, contact Morton Silverman, WEGJ, 1121 Bonnie View Drive, Evansville, Ind. 47715.


BUILT TO SELL SB-102, HP-23A, HDP-21A and SB-600, complete station, factory aligned and tested. Best offer over $600.00. Jim Carollo, 611 Smith St., Iron Mountain, Mich. 49801.

GALAXY V MK2 and ac power supply $340.00. Mint condition: Ken Simmons, 2777 So. 38th Street, Lincoln, NE 68506. Phone 402-488-1065 or 402-434-9151.

“MOORY ELECTRONICS COMPANY” wants “you” as a customer! Write or call “HOSS TRADER” Ed Moory for the best deal on new or used equipment in 1972: NEW EQUIPMENT: “Specials”: Mosley MCQ-10, 1 KW 10 Meter Quad, Mosley MCQ-15, 1 KW 15 Meter Quad, Amatex Net each $4125. Cash Price. $4149.00; each New Yaesu FVdx-400 VFO (operates with FTDx-400 Transceiver), Reg. $99.00, Cash $49.00; New Collins 30 B1 DC Supply, Reg. $235.00, Cash $149.00; “USED EQUIPMENT: “Excellent” Drake 2A, $145.00; Drake 2B, $175.00; HT-37, $179.00; 325-1, $349.00; GT-550, AC-400, $2350, $349.00; New IN STOCK: New Drake, Galaxy, National, Robyn “Ditigal” and lots more. Write or call “Ed Moory” or “Charlotte Mattlock” for quotes. Microwave Electronics Co., P. O. Box 506, Dewitt, Arkansas 72042. Phone (501) 946-2820.

BLOSSOMLAND AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION presents its annual Ham Auction, Sunday, March 12, 1972, at the Shadowland Ballroom, St. Joseph, Michigan. Doors open 7:00 a.m. Admission $2. Auctioneering free. Display tables available with one-half acre under roof. For additional information write: BABA, P. O. Box 175, St. Joseph, MI 49085.


WANT CLEAN COLLINS 51J-4; and late Meat Ball 755-3C. 32S-3, 312B-4, 516F-2: manuals, shipping containers. No junk! Give serial number, condition, price first letter; also price for all if have more. For information or requests: Please contact WA8GVK.

MID-WINTER SWAPPFEST. National Guard Armory, Whitewater, Wisconsin, March 5, 1972, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Fri-March 12, “snow-date” Munty Amateur Radio Club, P. O. Box 314, Whitewater, Wisc. 53190. $1.00 advance; $1.50 at door. Extra $1.00 reserves display table. Talk-in freq. 3.985. No junk! Give serial number, condition, price first letter; also price for all if have more. Extra $1.00 advance - $1.50 at the gate. Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., March 12 snow-date. Ladies program in Overbrook Theatre on Campus. Forums on: VHF Repeater Frequency coordination, Amateur Radio Public Service Corp., Net and traffic handling. ARL. Technical Sessions: Slow scan TV, RTTY, VHF-1FM, VHF Repeaters, DX contests, Amateur Equipment design. Refreshments, free parking, prizes, everything indoor. Contact: WB9DVG, R. Lust, R. 4, Box 235, Fort Atkinson, Wisc. 53538. 1-414-563-4958.


QSLs. Second to none. Same day service. Samples 25c. Ray, K7HLR, Box 331, Clearfield, Utah 84015.


MECHANICAL FILTERS: 455KHz. 2.1Khz $16.95. 300KHz $22.95. J. A. Fredrick, 314 South 13th Avenue, Yakima, Washington 98901.

GALAXY V MK3 and ac power supply. Like new; has less than 80 hours use: $385.00; $2.40-20M, 80M, 40M, 30M 284. MP-102. McHenry, 663 Spring, Wabash, Indiana 46992.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS about Ham Radio Magazine.
GEM-QUAD FIBRE - GLASS ANTENNA FOR 10, 15, and 20 METERS.

Two Elements $107.00
Extra Elements $60.00 ea.
Submit Payment with Order Shipped Freight collect.
Price includes Canadian Federal Sales Tax or U.S. Customs Duty.

KIT COMPLETE WITH
• SPIDER
• ARMS
• WIRE
• BALUN KIT
• BOOM WHERE NEEDED

SEE OUR FULL PAGE IN MAY ISSUE
Buy two elements now - a third and fourth may be added later with little effort.
Enjoy optimum forward gain on DX, with a maximum back to front ratio and excellent side discrimination.
Get a maximum structural strength with low weight, using our "Tridetic" arms.

MANITOBA DESIGN INSTITUTE
AWARD WINNER

20 Burnett Avenue, Winnipeg 16, Manitoba, Canada

FIRE & BURGLAR ALARMS
1971 Handbook & Catalog
Save Hundreds of Dollars
Professional equipment from famous manufacturers. Easy step by step illustrated instructions, no special tools required. Save up to 75%. This handbook is a must for every homeowner and businessman. Just $1 cash, check or M.O.
Write WJFT
ALARM COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
33 NEW HAVEN AVE., DEPT. HR
MILFORD, CONN. 06460

NEW FROM CURTIS

EK-404 DELUXE KEYER $124.95
• ALL THE FEATURES YOU'VE ASKED FOR
• 115Vac AND -12Vdc
• READ JAN. 1971 IC REVIEW OF SIMILAR
EK-402 PROGRAMMABLE KEYER
WRITE FOR BROCHURES
CURTIS ELECTRO DEVICES
BOX 8450 • MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA, 94040 • TEL: (415) 964-3326
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"DON AND BOB" GUARANTEED BUYS. Motorola HEP 170 epoxy diode 2.5A/1000PIV 39¢; MOT MC1710 OP AMP (709) 50¢; Sangamo DCM600 450V/4500A 1500J 29.50; Ham-M 99.00; TR44 59.95; Mosley CL33 114.00; CL36 134.00; TA33 105.00; Hy-Gain TH6DX 139.00; Tri-Elex MW Airdux 2408T coil 5.00; Ray 6LQ6 3.50; 1/4" copper ribbon 10¢/ft; Clairex 604 photocell 1.00; used, guaranteed gear: Hallcrafters SX115 250.00; Collins 51J4 250.00; Galaxy V 250.00; VX-5 5.95; Tempo. BankAmericard. Mastercharge. BankAmericard. Mastercharge. BankAmericard. Mastercharge. BankAmericard. Mastercharge.

INSTANT NOISE LIMITER MODULE — Easy 20-Minute installation for Heathkit. Galaxy, Swan and most other amateur equipment: $8.95 Postpaid. Vomtron Electronics, 133 Lindon Street, Henderson, Nevada 89015.
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2FM
NEW! HANDY-TALKY

- 5 Channels . .94/94 and .34/94 supplied
- 3 V Receiver
- 1.5 W Transmitter

Compact — 8x3x1½"
Full line of optional accessories includes external speaker-mike, desktop charger, "stubby" antenna — and more

Available NOW
... Only $279.00

Send OSL or circle number for detailed brochure

ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS
Chicago, Ill. 60640 (312) 334-3200

USED TEST EQUIPMENT
All checked and operating unless otherwise noted, FOB Monroe. Money back (less shipping) if not satisfied.

Gen. Microwave 550 — WWV recr-comparator 105
Gertsch FM-7-Freq.-mtr. 20-10000MHz .950" .560
GR1100AP — Freq. Standard, includes 1101A osc., 110A multivib., 110A Synchronometer and PS complete 300

HP160B(USM105)-14mHz dual trace scope 525
HP175A- 50mHz scope w/dual trace, delayed sweep plug-ins 975

HP524-D - Freq. counter 10Hz-10MHz 495
HP525A-10-100mHz plug-in for above 65
HP526C - Period Mult. plug-in for 524 counters 45

HP540B-Trans.Osc.for counter-to 12Hz 410
Kintel 301-DG standard-null voltmeter 235
Meas. 80 - Standard Sig. Gen. 2-400MHz 225
Meas 82-Stand sig.gen. 20Hz-500Hz 245
NE 14-20C-Freq.counter (sim. HP524C) 209
NE 14-22C- 220mHz plug-in for above 80
NE 14-24C - Period Mult plug-in (sim. HP526C) 45

NLS M-24-Digital Volt-ratio-ohmmeter 585
NLS V-35 - Digital Voltmeter complete 385

Polaroid Remicrowave recr. (plug-ins avail) 275
Polaroid TSA-spectrum analyzer 10mHz-44Hz (plug-ins available) 325

Polaroid SA84-spectrum analyzer, band switchin-
10mHz-41GHz 1260
Rollin 30-Stand.sig.gen. 40-4000MHz-hi-pwr. 585
Tek B-scrap plug-in-higain, 30mHz 40
ME260/U-(HP410B) VTVM-to 700mHz 85
TS-403A-Sig. Gen. (HP616) 1.8-4Hz 385
URM26-Stand. Sig. Gen. 1.8-4Hz 225
USM-16-Stand. Sig. Gen. 10-440mHz AM-CW-FM-Pulse-Sweep, Phase-locked osc. 675

GRAY Electronics
P. O. Box 941 Monroe, MI 48161

SPECIALIZING IN USED TEST EQUIPMENT

GRAY Electronics
P. O. Box 941 Monroe, MI 48161

SPECIALIZING IN USED TEST EQUIPMENT
BARRY

PAYS CASH for your unused equipment, tubes, components, semiconductors, etc. Send your list today for a fast cash offer.

512 BROADWAY NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10012 212-WA-5-7000

BARRY HAS SLOW SCAN TV

ROBOT model 80

CAMERA f 1.4 Macro lens $65.00

$465.00net

ROBOT model 70

MONITOR

DYCOMM BLOCK BOOSTER 2 meter FM mobile amplifier provides 50 watts out for 10 watts in. $99.95

DYCOMM "100" 2 meter mobile amplifier puts out 100 watts when driven by 10 watts, of FM $179

DYCOMM "BRICK" or TR-22 BOOSTER, one of the most popular your 12W HT can push out 20-25W. $79.95

IC 20 12 channel 2 meter FM transceiver $289.00

VISITING NEW YORK?
STOP IN FOR A FRIENDLY VISIT
ASK FOR BARRY-WZLNI.

BARRY 512 Broadway NY, NY 10012
212-WA-5-7000

ELECTRONICS

WORLD QSL BUREAU
THE ONLY QSL BUREAU to handle all of your QSLs to anywhere; next door, the next state, the next country, the whole world. Just bundle them up (please arrange alphabetically) and send them to us with payment of 5¢ each.

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

FM Schematic Digest
A COLLECTION OF MOTOROLA SCHEMATICS
Alignment, Crystal, and Technical Notes covering 1947-1960
136 pages 11½" x 17" ppd $6.50

S. Wolf
P. O. Box 535
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

SPACE-AGE TV CAMERA KITS & PLANS
BE A PIONEER IN HOME TELECASTING! Build your own TV CAMERA. Models: K110, S 112, S 111. Stepped-impedance construction manual. High quality. Can be used with any TV without modification. Ideal for home/experimentation/industry, etc.
PHONE OR WRITE FOR CATALOG.

CONNECTICUT HAMS
Visit Roger Miner's Surplus Electronics, 246 Naugatuck Ave., Milford, Conn. Ph. 877-0555.
Nights 7 pm to 10 pm and all day Saturday.

The Roger S. Miner

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS COMPANY
246 NAUGATUCK AVENUE • MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 06460
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HOOSIER ELECTRONICS Your ham headquarters in the heart of the Midwest where only the finest amateur equipment is sold. Authorized dealers for Drake, Hy-Gain, Regency, Ten-Tec, Galaxy, Electro-Voice, and Shure. All equipment new and fully guaranteed. Write today for our low price and try our personal, friendly Hoosier service. Hoosier Electronics, Dept. G, R.R. 25, Box 403, Terre Haute, Indiana 47802.


2-METER FM INOUE IC-20, Brand New, 1 & 10 watts, solid state, 12 channel, w/xtals, w/accessories, $235.00. Bob Brunek, 206-747-8421, 15112 S.E. 44th, Bellevue, Washington 98006.

FOR SALE. GLOBE KING 500A FB 500 watt CW transmitter $110.00, with spare set of tubes. WRL 755A VFO $20.00. Hallicrafters SX-100 receiver $85.00. All with original instruction books. All equipment now on the air. Pick up only. WSCVA Don Baker, 4606 Wickford Dr. E., Sylvania, Ohio 43560. 419-882-4581.

21st ANNUAL DAYTON HAMVENTION will be held on April 22, 1972 at Wampler's Dayton Hara Arena. Technical sessions, Exhibits, Hidden transmitter hunt, Flea market and special program for the YXL. For information write Dayton Hamvention, Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

FREE INFORMATION. Get FCC license new, easy way. Academy of Communications Technology, HR-1, Box 389, Roswell, New Mexico 88201.

7289 (3CX100A) CERAMIC REPLACEMENT for 2C39A. Top quality pullouts, pretested at 449MC and guaranteed. Have several dozen at $5 ea or $50 dozen. J. E. Howell, W4SOD, Folly Beach, South Carolina 29439.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. is again Hamfest, VHF meet and flea market headquarters for the largest event in the northeast, May 13th. Write WNY Hamfest, Box 1388, Rochester, N. Y. 14603.

SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics, Radar Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue available. Sabre Industries, 1370 Sargent Avenue, Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada.


EXCLUSIVELY HAM TELETYPE — 19th year, RTTY Journal, articles, news, DX, VHF, classified ads. Sample 30c. $3.00 per year, Box 837, Royal Oak, Michigan 48068.

TV & RADIO TUBES 36c. FREE CATALOG. Cornell, 4219 N. University, San Diego, California 92105.

NEW ELECTRONIC PARTS. Buy-Sell. Free Flyer. Large catalog $1.00 deposit. Bigelow Electronics, Dept. HR, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

HEATH SB-100 with AC supply, absolutely mint condition $300. Hallicrafters HT-32 transmitter F3 $180. Both shipped prepaid. Cline, WB6LXI/7, Box 6127, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106.

VHF NOISE BLANKER — See Westcom ad in Dec. '70 and Mar. '71 Ham Radio.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94

Galaxy Rotator Control
RB-550A

Galaxy Rotator Control
RB-550A

Control head for the R-300 Rotor Brake Rotator. Solid state logic circuit furnishes electrical information for rotation and control of tower-mounted rotator. Unit features sweep pointer over great circle map or compass rose. On/off and directional selection controls. Indicator lights for power and rotation. Wt. 2.0 lbs.

Order No. 859 $59.95

Precision radio equipment from Galaxy Division of Hy-Gain Electronics Corporation
Box 5407-WC Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

The KW2000B
the transceiver with 160Meters
$699 with spkr and AC pwr supply

KW ELECTRONICS LIMITED

NOW in the USA
KW Electronics Division of SYSTCOMS Inc
10 Peru St., Plattsburg, N.Y. 12901

COMPLETE CONTROL

Galaxy Rotator Control
RB-550A
T.V.I. Filter B & W Model 424 designed for C.B. and Ham up to 100 watts. Input & output impedance 50 ohms more than 60 db of attenuation of harmonics.

Price—$10.88
See your dealer or write:
Barker & Williamson, Inc. Canal Street, Bristol, Pa. 19007

2 METER FM TRANSMITTER KIT
5 WATTS — 4 FREQ.
Featuring: Step-by-step instructions — 3" x 7" Glass Epoxy P.C. Board — 16 Transistors — 9 diodes — Plug in Crystals — Separate Oscillators for each frequency — only 1 Amp @ 13.6 V for 5 Watts (typical) output — ± 10 KHz dev.
PRICE $59.95 plus $1.40 Postage in U.S.A.
(Less Xtals & Accessories)
European Sales: Reinaert Electronics Blasiusstraat 14-16, P. O. Box 4299 Amsterdam 1005, The Netherlands
Ill. Residents add 5% Sales Tax
RMV ELECTRONICS
BOX 283, WOOD DALE, ILL. 60191

NEW 2M PREAMPLIFIER
12 vdc powered
27 db gain (approximately)
noise figure 2.5
will bring most receivers
to .1 μV sensitivity
without appreciable noise.
Metal case. ONLY $17.95 ppd.
CRAWFORD ELECTRONICS
302 West Main, Genoa, IL 60135

WE PAY HIGHEST
PRICES FOR ELECTRON
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS
—
H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206
(201) 351-4200

Many thousands of you have become very familiar with the various Radio Society of Great Britain books and handbooks, but very few of you are familiar with their excellent magazine, Radio Communication.

It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month’s events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.

We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for $9.95 a year.

order today from
comtec BOOKS
Greenville, New Hampshire 03048
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B.A.R.T.G. SPRING RTTY CONTEST. 0200 GMT Saturday, March 25th until 0200 GMT Monday, March 27, 1972. Not more than 36 hours of operation is permitted. Times spent listening time must be on the Log and Score sheets. The Contest is also open to SWL with two-way contact with stations. Times spent listening to amateur bands must count as operating time. The 12 hour non-operating period can be taken at any time but may not be less than two hours. Times on and off the air must be on the Log and Score sheets. The Contest is also open to SWL with two-way contact with stations.

WANTED: Speech clippers for 6DB filters, solid state, externally controlled true RF. Galaxy. Hallicrafters. Hy-Gain. for standing ads not changed each month.

TONE ENCODERS AND DECODERS — New line of solid state encoders and decoders compatible with any sub-audible continuous tone system. Small in size, usable from 6-250 Hz. $8.95 to $14.95. Send for free brochure. Box 310, Dept. H, Boston. MA 02101.


AUDIO FILTERS: Knock down that background noise. KOJO SSB, AM and CW filters do the job. Write for free brochure and see how serious DX boys hear them. KOJO, Box 7774, 741 E. High-land Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

WWW, CW, RTTY tone to logic decoder. Educational includes speech processor for your Heath or Collins rig. Model RF6DBH fits all Heath SB and HW 100-101 with Model RF6DBH fits all Collins 325 or KWM2 units, OEM crystal (Heath) or Collins filters, solid state, externally controlled true RF speech clipping. $60 (4X) or unspattered-loudness gain. Have a bigger voice in the world! CTG. 31218 Pacific Highway South, Federal Way, Washington 98002.

FREE BROCHURE announcing the "MAGNUM SIX" R. F. speech processor for your Heath or Collins rig. Model RF6DBH fits all Heath SB and HW 100-101 units. Model RF6DB-C fits all Collins 325 or KWM2 units, OEM crystal (Heath) or Collins filters, solid state, externally controlled true RF speech clipping. $60 (4X) or unspattered-loudness gain. Have a bigger voice in the world! CTG. 31218 Pacific Highway South, Federal Way, Washington 98002.

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.
**HIGH-SENSITIVITY WIDE-BAND RECEIVER**

**COMMUNICATIONS * Bug Detection**

SPECTRUM STUDIES

30-1000 MHZ AN/ALR-5: Consists of brand new tuner/ converter CV-257/ARL in original factory pack and an exc. used, checked OK & grid main receiver R-444 modified for 120 v. 50/60 Hz. The tuner covers the range in 4 bands; each band has its own Type N Ant. input. Packed with each tuner is the factory inspector's checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uV at 38.4 mHz, 0.9 at 133 mHz, 5 at 538 mHz, 4V4 at 778 mHz, 7 at 1 ghz. The receiver is actually a 30 mHz IF ampl. with all that follows, including a diode meter for relative signal strengths: an attenu. calibrated in 6 db steps to -74 db, followed by an AVC position; Pan. Video & AF outputs; switch select pass of ±200 kHz or ±2 mHz; and SELECT AM or FM! With Handbook & pwr. input plug, all only 375.00

We have SP-600-JX, R390, WRR-2 Receivers. Ask!

**REG. PWR. SPLV FOR COMMAND, LM, ETC.**

PP-106/U: Metered, Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A or 2v A to 2v A. With making output plug & all tech. cata. Shpg. wt. 50 lbs.

**BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:**

LM-(V4) Freq. Meter: 125-20 MHz, 0.1% CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book. tech. data, making plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs.

TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-480 MHz .001%. $165.00

RZ2A/ARCS Command 9-52 Command 750-550 MHz, exc. cond. 

R.A.R. RZ2 Command rcr 540-1600 kHz, exc. cond.

R.A.R. RZ2/ARCS Command 108-135 MHz, new 27.50

**NEMS-CLARKE #1670 FM Rcr 55-260 MHz**

Like new... 475.00

WWV Rcr Comparator 2v - 20 MHz, solid state 250.00

Empire Devices NF-114 RFI meter is a red-hot 150 KHz to 80 MHz Spectrum Analyzer Give-Away: Polarad TSA with STU-1 head: 10-1000 MHz. Looks good, solid as-is 350.00

Overhauled & Certified ... 495.00

Attention Buyers, Engineers, Advanced Technicians: We have the best test-equipment & oscilloscope inventory in the country so ask for your needs... don't ask for an overall catalog... we also buy, so tell us what you have.

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

**"NIXIE" type 1/2" readouts**

$2.35 each...

8 matching socket: S64. 7400 gates, 14 types: S6-S94; M64 too. All in one DIP. 700-804. 10 sockets 1-128/pin. incr qty bds & kits. everything new, no surplus. 104 $2.75 (or 64 2nd class) for full info. black mountains engineers.

p.o. box 1, corinth, vermont, 05039

7490: $1.30 - 7475: $1.25 - 74141: $1.40

**INOUE 2 trn FM**

12 chan. IC-20 mob. unit/10 crystals...$259.50
24 channel IC-21, built-in AC supply, RT. DISC. trn SWR ind. with 10 crystals. ...$339.50
Extra crystals for IC-22F, IC-25 & IC-21...$2.50

90 day warranty

Send Cashier's Check or Postal M/O to: Woody W7RC - RC ENGINEERING 15051 SE 128 St., Renton, Washington 98055

**ANNOUNCING A NEW DIGITAL KEYER**

Featuring squeeze keying, dot-dash memories, transistor and relay output, variable pitch keying monitor with built in spkr, regulated power supply, 5 diodes, hand-crafted cabinet and a warranty that is unequalled. Logic board and power supply monitor board can be purchased separately. Send for brochure.

**RATHER & WINNAY**

420 Maplewood Ave., Springfield, Pa. 19064

**BRAND NEW FREQ-SHIFT TTY MONITOR**

NAVY OCT-3: FM Receiver type, freq. range 1 to 26 MHz in 4 bands, cont. tuning. Crystal calib. Reads up to 1500 Hz deviation on built-in VTFM. Cost $1100.00 each! In original bay box, manual, book & cord. Joe Marisopa, Calif. Shpg. wt. 110 lbs. ..................................... 49.50

**TOP BAND "QUARTET" TRANSMITTER**

NEXT MONTH A MATCHING TOP BAND TRANSISTORIZED SUPERHET RECEIVER

**SPECIAL IN THIS ISSUE**

Spectrum Analyser, Dual-beam Oscilloscope, Probes, Leif Desk-top Oscilloscope, Battery Tester, ... and much more

Try a subscription to this interesting and informative magazine, we are sure that you will not be disappointed.

**ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION — $7.00**

Write

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
Greenville, N. H. 03048

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ___________________________ State ________
Zip ________________________________

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
TS-323/UR FREQUENCY METER
And CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
20 to 480 MC. Portable self-contained crystal controlled heterodyne type, used for testing CW, MCW and pulsed signals. Fundamental Freq. range 20 to 40 MC. Accuracy .005%. Audio 20 MW at check pts. Radio Freq. output 50-1000 MV. Sensitivity 50M MV sig. Gives audio beat note output of 10 MW. Range 2500 to 5000 MW. Power required: 2 dry batteries BA-203 (6 VDC) and 3 BA-59 (45 VDC). Size: 15 x 12 x 10" Wt.: 35 lbs. Prices - F.O.B. Lima, O: USED, serviceable: $60.00 CHECKED: $75.00. POWER SPLV 115 Volt 60 cycle
Dept. HR — Send For Big FREE Catalog!

FAIR RADIO SALES
P. O. Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO • 45802

220 MHz
Join the action on 220MHz with the JANEL deluxe receiving converters and preamps. Extremely sensitive with freedom from spurious responses.
220CA Converter, 28-32 MHz I.F., $69.95 ppd
220PA Preampl. 2.5 dB NF, $19.95 ppd
Write for full details. Other models available for 50, 144, and 432 MHz.

P. O. BOX 112
SUCASUNNA, N. J.
07876
(201) 584-6521

SPACE ELECTRONICS division of MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.
WANTS TO BUY
All types of military electronic equipment and parts. Call collect for cash offer.
76 Brookside Drive, Upper Saddle River New Jersey 07458 • (201) 327-7640

ANNOUNCING
TWO NEW FREQUENCY STANDARDS
Markers of 100, 50, 25, 10 and 5 Khz, selected by front panel switch. Zero adjust for WWV calibration. Handsome cabinet, 100KHz crystal included and a six month warranty. Model 100-5PC, portable (battery operated) less batteries. Model 100-5PS for fixed station use (power line operated). $28.95 each PPD. Write for brochure.

BAKER & WINNAY
420 Maplewood Ave., Springfield, Pa. 19064

COMPUTER BOARDS, CORE MEMORY MATS, IC'S and HOME EXPERIMENTER'S ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS ALL AT TRUE BARGAIN PRICES. SEND 10c FOR LATEST CATALOG. TRIT-TEK,
P. O. BOX 14206, PHOENIX, AZ. 85031

NEW!
ham radio cumulative index of all issues published through December 1971

Due to popular request we have prepared this combined index which lists every article published in Ham Radio from the beginning up to December 1971.
This small booklet will infinitely increase the value and usefulness of your Ham Radio library.
Get your copy today.
Only $1.00 postpaid

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048

Don't forget: Ham Radio Binders $3.95 each — 3 for $10.00

2 METER PREAMP
More Gain, Less Noise For The Money!
20 DB GAIN
NOISE FIGURE 2.5
12 VDC OPERATION
Small Size: 1 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 1/2 - Only $12.50
Kit $9.50
Option for 150-250 VDC Operation - $1.00

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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Please use before April 30, 1972

**Teard off and mail to**

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE — "check-off"

Greenville, N. H. 03048

**NAME.................................................................**

**CALL...............................................................**

**STREET.............................................................**

**CITY.................................................................**

**STATE.............................. ZIP..................**
WANTED!
CLEAN GALAXY GEAR
HAVE GEAR WILL TRADE

REWARD:
$300.00 FOR YOUR GALAXY V MK3
ON A NEW 550A at $495.00

- MUST BE CLEAN, IN GOOD OPERATING CONDITION WITH MANUALS
- YOU PREPAY YOUR TRADE TO US — WE'LL PREPAY TO YOU!

COLLECT YOUR REWARD FROM

"WEST COAST'S FASTEST GROWING AMATEUR RADIO DISTRIBUTOR"
"WE SELL ONLY THE BEST"

Electronix Sales
23044 S. CRENSHAW BLVD., TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505
Phone: (213) 534-4456 or (213) 534-4402
HOME of LA AMATEUR RADIO SALES

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
for the experimenter!

INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS
OSCILLATOR • RF MIXER • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER

1. MXM-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range. (Specify when ordering) ........................................... $3.50

2. SAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP
A small signal amplifier to drive MXM-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output. (Specify when ordering) ........................................... $3.50

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF POWER AMP
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz. ........................................... $3.75

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain, Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur. ........................................... $3.75

5. OX OSCILLATOR
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz, Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz. (Specify when ordering) ........................................... $2.95

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC/6/U holder. Calibration is ± 0.2% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency) ........................................... $3.95

for the commercial user
INTERNATIONAL PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders. Crystals for use in military equipment can be supplied to meet specifications MIL-C-30988.

CRYSTAL TYPES: (GP) for "General Purpose" applications (CS) for "Commercial Standard" (HA) for "High Accuracy" close temperature tolerance requirements.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
There has never been an amateur linear amplifier like the new 2K ULTRA. Small and lightweight, yet rugged and reliable... all that the name implies. The ULTRA is destined to establish the standard for comparison for the 70's as the earlier Henry 2K series did in the 60's. It offers all of the fine quality, engineering and construction of its big brother, the 2K-4, condensed into a miniature powerhouse of radio frequency energy.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Maximum legal amateur input in all modes: 2KW PEP SSB, 1 KW CW- FSK
- Continuous duty performance
- Frequency range: 3.5 to 30 MHz
- Tube Complement: Two Eimac 8873 tubes, conductively cooled grounded grid triodes
- Power requirements: 115/230 VAC, 50/60Hz
- Drive power required: SSB-CW; 50 to 100 watts
- ALC Circuit: prevents overdrive from today's high power exciters and boosts average talk power
- Output impedance: 52 ohms unbalanced with SWR not to exceed 2 to 1. Input impedance: 52 ohms.
- Noise level: -40 db or better below one tone carrier at 1 KW.
- The price: $845.00

The 4K-A
The 4K-A is specifically designed for the most demanding commercial and military operation for SSB-CW-FSK or AM. Using the magnificent new Eimac 8817 grounded-grid triode and vacuum tube and load condensers, the 4K-A represents the last word in rugged, reliable, linear high power RF amplification. One hundred watts drive for 4000 watts PEP input. PRICE: $1675.00

2K-4
True to its heritage, the 2K-4 is destined for a future of even greater achievements than its predecessor 2K's. Its rugged construction guarantees a long life of reliable performance. The 2K-4's heavy-duty components allows it to loaf along even at full legal power. You can spend more for an amateur linear, but you can't buy better. The 2K-4, the big signal amplifier... floor console or desk model: $795.00

3K-A
MILITARY/COMMERCIAL LINEAR AMPLIFIER
Henry Radio is proud to introduce the new, high quality 3K-A linear amplifier for commercial and military users.

The 3K-A employs two rugged Eimac 3-500Z grounded grid triodes for superior linearity and provides a conservative three kilowatts PEP input on SSB with efficiencies in the range of 60%. This results in PEP output in excess of 2000 watts. In addition, the 3K-A provides a heavy duty power supply capable of furnishing 2000 watts of continuous duty input for either RTTY or CW with 1200 watts output. Price: $995.00

Henry Radio
11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 213/477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801 714/772-9200
Butler, Missouri 64730 816/679-3127

AVAILABLE AT SELECT DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
Henry Radio beat the blower noise problem by eliminating it. In their quiet, compact, rugged and reliable 2K Ultra Linear Amplifier, anode heat is silently conducted to an efficient heat sink. No more blower. No more blower noise. No more annoying problem.

Two EIMAC conduction cooled, high-mu 8873 power triodes are used in this very linear, state-of-the-art amplifier to provide 2 kW PEP input over the 3.5 to 30.0 MHz range.

Operating in cathode driven service, these tubes typically provide high power gain (greater than 13 decibels) in combination with low, low intermodulation distortion (3d order products better than \(-35\) decibels below one tone of a two-tone test signal). These excellent characteristics of the 8873 may be utilized up to 500 MHz.

With Henry Radio, you know quality counts. And they know you can't do better than EIMAC. For full specifications on the 8873 and its sturdy companions, the 8874 and 8875, write to EIMAC Division of Varian, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070.